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Classic financial economics dates back to three dominant Finance paradigms, the *efficient market hypothesis* (EMH; Fama, 1970), the *capital-asset pricing model* (CAPM; Sharpe, 1964; Lintner, 1965; Black, 1972), and the Black-Scholes (1973) *options-pricing model*. *The Economist* (2009b: 70) observes that we now know that the 25-year “Great Moderation” period has ended, in which macro- and financial economists blithely presumed that their independent, identically distributed (*i.i.d.*), normal-distribution assumptions of efficient-market trader and asset-pricing behaviors and consequent theoretical and quantitative models offered inevitably correct views of real-world market behavior.

With the failure of LTCM (Long-Term Capital Management) in 1998, Nobel Laureates Myron Scholes and Robert Merton learned the hard way about the limitations of “value-at-risk” (VAR) models. As *The Economist* observes, VAR models are:

…Used by institutional investors to work out how much capital they need to set aside as insurance against losses on risky assets. These models mistakenly assume that the volatility of asset prices and the correlations between prices are constant, says Mr. Scholes. When, say, two types of asset were assumed to be uncorrelated, investors felt able to hold the same capital as a cushion against losses on both, because they would not lose on both at the same time. (2009a: 71)

*The Economist* continues by observing that the LTCM debacle and the 2007 liquidity crisis both demonstrate just how quickly supposedly “uncorrelated” asset-price movements can become highly correlated, leading all traders toward the same buy/sell motivations, which then leads to a market crash.1

But hardly a new concern. At the time that Louis Bachelier invented the random walk (in his PhD dissertation of 1900; book in 1914) to describe price fluctuations on the Paris Bourse (stock exchange), his dissertation advisor, Henri Poincaré is famous for imposing caution in reviewing the dissertation at the time; later saying:

When men are brought together they no longer decide by chance and independently of each other, but react upon one another. Many causes come into action, they trouble the men and draw them this way and that, but there is one thing they cannot destroy, the habits they have of Panurge’s sheep (1914, p. –88).2

As Mandelbrot has noted for decades, we see transitions from efficient markets to correlated trader behaviors and bubble-build-ups to market crashes far more often than expected: “‘Modern’ financial theory is founded on a few, shaky myths that lead us to underestimate the real risk of financial markets’ and: ‘Orthodox financial theory is riddled with false assumptions and wrong results’ (Mandelbrot & Hudson, 2004, pp. ix, x). Cooper (2008, p. 11) says: ‘Despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary, the Efficient Market Hypothesis remains the bedrock of how conventional wisdom views the financial system….’ According to Fama (1998), however, until new and better paradigm is put forth, one cannot criticize EMH/CAPM. Fama reduces

---

1 *The Economist* even more strongly emphasizes its and others’ concerns about VAR, correlated trading behaviors and price movements, as well as positive feedback in its 18 page Special report on financial risk [2010 (Feb 13); inserted between pp. 52 and 53].

2 In the 16th century French writer Rabelais’ book, *Gargantua and Pantagruel*, Pantagruel’s companion, Panurge, met a sheep dealer on a boat. Becoming upset after buying a sheep (which happened to be the alpha ram) at too high a price, Panurge threw it overboard—whereupon all the other sheep, crying and bleating, jumped overboard after it. Hence the expression, “the sheep of Panurge” applied to people like stock traders who let themselves be led blindly by others without thinking.
behavioral finance—and trading dynamics—to anomalies and over-/under-reaction episodes that are normally distributed.

The problem is how to find ways to keep financial market behaviors resilient against the kinds of correlated behaviors that lead to crashes. The Economist (2009a) reports Scholes as favoring independent capital reserves for each kind of asset so as to avoid unexpected crash-creating correlated asset-price movements. In our view, Scholes’ suggestion is unnecessary if markets are still in efficient-market mode (Fama, 1970)—where greed, fear, and uncertainty are balanced (our “Triple Point”—and insufficient if correlated trading of highly leveraged financial products dominates. The 2007 liquidity crisis, bank failures, and consequent Great Recession remind us that it is still possible for unanticipated, sudden, correlated behaviors to spiral up into stock market bubbles which end in crashes—our “Critical Point.”

For us, it is the tipping point between one kind of market behavior vs. the other that is important. We draw on basic Econophysics (West & Deering, 1995; Mantegna & Stanley, 2002; Vasconcelos, 2004), Hyman Minsky (1982, 1986), power-law science (Andriani & McKelvey, 2007, 2009, 2010a), the Hurst exponent (Struzik, 2001; Grech & Mazur, 2004; Cajueiro & Tabak, 2004; Alvarez-Ramirez et al., 2008; Masakawa, 2007; Yalamova, 2003, 2010; ), and log-periodic power laws (Yan, Woodard & Sornette, 2010) to identify the tipping point where efficient markets transform into crash-producing stock-market bubbles. This growing literature underlies our resilience-engineering approach for minimizing damage from inevitable extreme price volatilities and market crashes. This literature brings a set of new ideas and solutions into the world of financial markets.

Ideally one would like to create financial markets that are robust against meltdowns. Failing this, one should promulgate resilience as early acting as possible. To accomplish this, we draw on Minsky’s “positive-feedback” theory about market bubbles and crashes (1982, 1986), and suggest several additional “scale-free” causes of skew distributions, that when combined lead to the extreme outcomes of long-tailed Pareto distributions, as signified by power laws (PLs) (Newman, 2005). We draw on Bak’s (1996) “self-organized criticality” theory signify increasing PL distributions of price (stock return) volatilities in market trading as general indicators of impending crashes, as traders move away from an efficient-market’s Triple Point toward the Critical Point (Yalamova & McKelvey, 2009). We suggest ~40 formulaic resilience engineering interventions to be automatically imposed after the tipping point so as to thwart the market crash vulnerabilities of financial engineering.

We begin with a short connection back to key elements seen as essential ingredients of resilient systems in general, as presented Hollnagel et al.’s book, Resilience Engineering (2006). Next, we give a brief introduction to econophysics, power laws, and scalability, which offer a different view of stock markets than does conventional wisdom stemming from Fama’s efficient market perspective and Black-Scholes’ options-pricing model. Then, in Sections III and IV we review various inventions and market behaviors between 1973 and 2008 to show how often herding, Minsky’s “positive feedback,” and various additional scale-free spirals become embedded in trader behaviors. These sections offer historical support for our application of the complexity-science perspective along with a direct linking of various phases of the build-up to

---

3 Herding—when traders trend toward following the same trading approach (such as rule-based trading). In financial markets herding is well documented empirically (Banerjee, 1992; Bikhchandani, et al., 1992; Brunnermeier, 2001; Rook, 2006).
the 2007 liquidity crisis to several scale-free theories—which explain shifts from Gaussian- to Pareto-distributed volatilities. In Section VI we use the ‘volatility autocorrelation function’, log periodicity, and the Hurst exponent to identify our ‘$R_1$’ tipping-point—which indicates when market price volatilities shift from efficient-market trading at the Triple Point to PL-indicated bubble-build-ups toward the Critical Point. Given evidence that trading volatilities exceed the $R_1$ tipping point, in Section VII we outline a range of suggested resilience-inducing behaviors that could be set off automatically or by regulators’ actions. These include (1) required information disclosures, (2) interventions thwarting willful reckless endangerment, (3) interventions increasing insurance against market-failure consequences, (4) Glass-Steagall alternatives, and (5) resilience against the consequences of systemic interconnectivities. A conclusion follows.

I. KEY ELEMENTS OF RESILIENCE ENGINEERING

Before getting into details about the nature of financial-market phenomena and their amenability to resilience engineering, we briefly define some aspects of resilience engineering in general. We take as our point of departure some of the concepts and precepts developed in Resilience Engineering (Hollnagel et al., 2006). These consist of resilience typologies applied to top-down managed organizations, to systems that can’t be allowed to fail, to totally unexpected disasters like the 9/11 disaster, and finally to disasters scaling up from “tiny initiating events” (TIEs) (Holland, 1995, 2002) via “circular causal dynamics.”

A. ORGANIZATIONAL RESILIENCE

In their Prologue, Woods and Hollnagel (2006) begin by pointing out that disasters are usually the result of unexpected combinations of several events—there are usually, if not always multiple initiating events. They note that failures are often the results of production-schedule pressures—the Russians call this “Storming” (Andriani & McKelvey, 2010b). Woods and Hollnagel observe that the “new approach” to safety is “proactive resilient processes,” as opposed to simply learning about past mistakes (p. 3). They find that proactive behavior by employees works better than preconceived, rigid policies. People need to actively work toward creating failure minimizing strategies. They say:

Resilience engineering is a paradigm for safety management that focuses on how to help people cope with complexity under pressure to achieve success. It strongly contrasts with what is typical today—a paradigm of tabulating error as if it were a thing, followed by interventions to reduce this count. A resilient organization treats safety as a core value, not a commodity that can be counted…. One measure of resilience is therefore the ability to create foresight—to anticipate the changing shape of risk, before failure and harm occurs (Woods, 2005; our emphasis). (Quoted in Woods & Hollnagel, 2006: 6).

Pariès (2006) says, “…organizational resilience is an emerging property of complex systems” (p. 43). He separates phenomena into “nominal,” “weakly,” and “strongly emergent resilience” as follows (we alter terms somewhat):

1. Predictive (nominally) emergent resilience: The component elements of a system behave like pixels on one’s monitor. Individually they make no sense at all; collectively they create everything we see and understand. Trying to predict the whole from the individually meaningless parts is useless. And yet we can see on our monitor, and find out in other complex systems, that collections of meaningless component elements often have macro meaning. Imagine all the parts of a mechanical clock piled up on a table—looks like a pile of junk. And yet, with proper design the macro construction is a totally predictable entity.
2. **Simple-rule-based (weakly) emergent resilience:** There are no simple formulas that can create prediction from seeming randomness. Applies mostly to larger physical systems where the individual variations of the many small parts are annihilated by their interactions; individual variations become subject to statistical treatments such as via Boltzmann’s statistical mechanics. In this case, random individual variations can combine to create identifiable macro behavior. For example, one random ant finds food and then unknowingly lays down a pheromone trail as it brings the prey back to the nest; other ants find the trail, follow it, find food, and return to the nest. A positive-feedback spiral develops. Yes, humans are smarter than ants, but we know of many cases where people show collective behavior emerging from individuals following simple rules (Epstein & Axtell, 1996; Holland, 1998; Miller & Page, 2007).

3. **Recursive (strongly) emergent resilience:** There are no apparent bases of macro behavior stemming from constituent agents’ attributes or rule-based behaviors. Here we have “circular causal dynamics” (p. 53) that are set off by events outside a group of agents rather than by one or more of their own individual attitudes or rule-based behaviors. Thus, the “attractor” that sets off the recursive build-up could be some outside statement, by the President, or Fed Chairman or, by way of a more specific example, the CEO of Bear Sterns, Alan Schwartz, who two days before it went bankrupt made a public statement saying that Bear Sterns was in solid financial condition; he may have been correct, but his audience started demanding their cash, which then set off the crash in Bear Sterns’ liquidity, stock, and its demise (Blodget, 2008). This “attractor” was a self-fulfilling prophecy in the opposite direction. Usually, any even a slightly negative statement by a person thought to be knowledgeable, like the Fed Chairman, will set off a volatility incident.

Our perspective is that the financial phenomena we describe in Section III clearly fall into category 3. This means that resilience engineering can’t happen successfully unless we develop tools for early diagnosing of the TIEs that set off “circular causal dynamics,” and additional tools for stopping the build-up from Triple Point to Critical Point and significant market crashes, as we describe next.

While we accept Pariès’ typology, we don’t believe resilience in financial systems goes from “nominally” to “weakly” to “strongly emergent resilience.” We do agree that intra-system, self-organized emergent resilience is predictive in category 1 phenomena and has some probability of occurring via simple-rules in category 2. For category 3 financial market phenomena, however, we have to presume resilience may build recursively, but only if instigated by outside influences—usually government interventions (Minsky, 1982, 1986). For category 3 financial systems, then, resilience calls for outside interventions; the resilience development “tools” have to come from outside existing financial-market systems.

II. **WE TAKE AN ECONOPHYSICS APPROACH**

A. **BACKGROUND**

Mirowski (1989) achieved notoriety in economics for his book, *More Heat than Light*, in which he describes economics as thermodynamic-equilibrium-based “social physics”—connected to Newtonian physics as it has been since Adam Smith’s *Wealth of Nations* (1776). Then we see Lord Kelvin’s formation of the 1st and 2nd Laws of Thermodynamics in 1849, Boltzmann’s creation of statistical mechanics in 1877, Bachelier’s discovery of the random walk in 1900, and Einstein’s application of it to Brownian motion in 1905. After Boltzmann, we see the application of statistical mechanics to late 19th century marginalism and Marshalian neoclassical economics on thermodynamic equilibrium. Bachelier’s invention of the random
walk gave rise to faith in the “average” stock price and Gaussian statistics (Fox, 2009). No one is more central to making economics a physics-like science than Samuelson. His goal was to reduce the logic of neoclassical economics to mathematical equations. This culminated in his book of 1947, *Foundations of Economic Analysis*, which built from the physics equations of thermodynamics and random walks.

One key difference between economics and physics is that theories in physics are always held accountable to empirical reality (though some times it takes a long time for truth to emerge). In economics, however, there is much less evidence that economists’ faith-based micro- and macroeconomics math is connected to empirical reality. Consider:

- “No economic theory was ever abandoned because it was rejected by some empirical econometric test….” (Aris Spanos, 1986, p. 660);
- “It seems to me that as a profession we don’t value empirical work very highly.” (p. 180). “I believe there are very few empirical enterprises in economics that have any significant possibility of affecting how economists think about how economies operate.” (p. 193) (Edward Leamer, 1990).
- “We don’t genuinely take empirical work seriously in economics. It’s not the source by which economists accumulate their opinions, by and large” (p. 7) (Leamer, quoted in Kennedy, 2003)
- “I invite the reader to try and identify…a meaningful hypothesis about economic behavior that has fallen into disrepute because of a formal statistical test” (Larry Summers, 1991, p. 139).

Rosser (2008) makes a demonstrable point of the long historical rooting of economics in physics. What makes econophysics different, however, are two key elements: (1) its strict focus on empirical findings based on large data bases; and (2) its emphasis Lévy and Pareto distributions and scalability instead of marginalism and Gaussian statistics. Though early discoveries date back to Pareto (1987), Auerbach (1913), and Zipf (1935, 1941, 1949), the term, econophysics, was neologized by E. H. Stanley in 1995 at a conference on statistical physics in Kolkata, India. Under the econophysics label, then, and often publishing in the econophysics section of the journal, *Physica A*, econophysicists have discovered a seemingly endless list of findings about long-tailed Pareto-distributed economic phenomena. Instead of universally assuming that economic phenomena invariably trend toward equilibrium, means, and finite variance, we see all kinds of findings to the contrary, some of which are:4

- *Returns in financial markets* (Mantegna, 1991; Levy and Solomon, 1997; Gopakrishnan *et al.*, 1999; Sornette & Johansen, 2001; Farmer & Joshi, 2002; Stanley, Plerou, & Gabaix, 2008; Wong, Lian, Cheong, 2009);
- *Economic shocks and growth rates* (Canning *et al.*, 1998; Lee *et al.*, 1998; Stanley *et al.*, 2000; Ormerod & Mounfield, 2001; Podobnik *et al.*, 2006; Redelico *et al.*, 2008);
- *Firm size and growth rates* (Stanley *et al.*, 1996; Takayasu & Okuyama, 1998; Chou & Keane, 2009; Cirillo & Husler, 2009; Glaser, 2009; Zhang, Chen & Wang, 2009);
- *Income and wealth* (Levy & Solomon, 1997; Drăgueșcu & Yakovenko, 2001; Di Guilmi, Gaffeo & Gallegati, 2003; Chatterjee, Yarlagadda & Chakrabarti, 2005; Clementi & Gallegati, 2005; Patriarca, Chakraborti & Germano, 2006; Sinha, 2006; Jayadev, 2008; Yakovenko & Rosser, 2009);
- *City sizes* (Rosser, 1994; Gabaix, 1999; Batty *et al.*, 2008; Bettencourt, Lovo & West, 2008; Garmestani, Allen & Gallagher, 2008; McKelvey, 2010);
- *Scientific discoveries* (Plerou *et al.*, 1999; Sornette & Zajdenweber, 1999);

---

4 Our list takes off from, alters, and extends a list begun by Rosser (2008).
• Networks (Barabási, 2002; Battiston & Catanzaro, 2003; Barabási & Bonabeau, 2003; Ravasz & Barabási, 2003; Sornette et al., 2004; Gay & Dousset, 2005; Souma et al., 2006; Chmiel et al., 2007; Santiago & Benito, 2008; Song, Jiang & Zhou, 2009).

• Stock market volatility dynamics (Ghashghaie et al. 1996; Arneodo et al. 1998; Muzy et al. 2001, Gençay et al. 2004, Ellis & Hudson, 2007; Kang & Yoon, 2007; Mu & Zhou, 2008; Wei & Wang, 2008; Jiang et al., in press);

• Detecting stock market bubbles; predicting crashes (Struzik, 2001; Zhou & Sornette, 2002, 2003; Grech & Mazur, 2004; Cajueiro & Tabak, 2004; Sornette & Zhou 2006; Masakawa, 2007; Alvarez-Ramirez et al., 2008; Du & Ning, 2008; Eom et al., 2008; Sanchez Gránero et al., 2008; Kumar & Deo, 2009; Yan, Woodard & Sornette, 2010; Yalamova, 2003, 2010).

We end this background section about econophysics by quoting two paragraphs from a recent article by Didier Sornette and colleagues:

The research presented here is highly unconventional in financial economics and will swim against the convention that bubbles cannot be diagnosed in advance and crashes are somehow inherently impossible. But as Einstein once said: “Problems cannot be solved at the same level of awareness that created them.” We thus propose a kind of Pascal’s wager: Is it really a big risk for the community to explore the possibility of changing the conventional wisdom and open new directions for the diagnostic of bubbles, ones that may eventually lead to important policy and regulatory implications? (our italics)

This research may have indeed global impacts. We confront directly the wide-spread belief that crises are inherently unpredictable. If one can convince that some crises can be diagnosed in advance and, what is even more important, if one can quantify the associated uncertainties, this may help economists and policy makers develop new approaches to deal with financial and economic crises. (our italics) (Yan, Woodard & Sornette, 2010)

We develop resilience engineering applied against financial engineering by using the formation of a power-law (PL) distribution of stock market volatility dynamics as a tipping point. At this tipping point, we suggest that a set of stronger-to-weaker resilience devices may be applied. We build directly from the existing econophysics articles focusing on volatility dynamics, multifractality, and the Hurst exponent.

B. KEY ECONOPHYSICS ELEMENTS FOR RESILIENCE ENGINEERING

Econophysics is the most recent phase of complexity science, since it studies the scalable outcomes of emergent phenomena (Brock, 2000; Gell-Mann, 2002). While the econophysics findings in Physica A, are mostly empirical, the theoretical basis for explaining why PL distributions dates back to Mandelbrot’s works of 1963a,b and 1982, among many others, and more recently works of Schroeder (1991), West and Deering (1995), Mantegna & Stanley (2000), Vasconcelos (2004), and Newman (2005). Its focus is on how order creation actually unfolds once the forces of emergent order creation by self-organizing agents—such as biomolecules, organisms, people, or social systems—are set in motion. Key parts of this phase are fractal structures, PLs, and scale-free theory (SFT). In his opening remarks at the founding of the Santa Fe Institute, Gell-Mann (1988) emphasized the search for SFTs—simple ideas that explain complex, multi-level phenomena. Brock (2000) goes so far as to say that “scalability” is the core of the Santa Fe vision—no matter what the scale of measurement, the phenomena appear the same and result from the same causal dynamics. Gell-Mann (2002) concludes his chapter, “What is Complexity?” with a focus on scalability.
More narrowly defined, econophysicists apply concepts of statistical physics to financial systems. In situations where one can’t write an equation to explain the dynamics of all the relatively “microscopic” entities comprising a financial system, econophysicists apply scaling concepts to explain macro-level dynamics without having to first create the equation of “microscopic” interacting entities. Econophysics especially applies to explaining how stock-trading dynamics shift from trading according to EMH to trading that becomes embedded in the development of a bubble-build-up to the crash point (Jiang et al., in press; Zhou & Sornette, 2003; Yan, Woodard & Sornette, 2010), as follows:

a) Fractals. Consider the cauliflower. Cut off a “floret;” cut a smaller floret from the first floret; then an even smaller one; and then even another, and so on. Despite increasingly small size, each lower-level component performs the same function and has roughly the same design as the floret above and below it in size. This feature defines it as fractal. Fractals can result from mathematical formulas—as shown in Mandelbrot’s “Fractal Geometry” (1982). We are more interested in fractal structures that stem from adaptive processes—like the cauliflower—in biological, social, and for this book financial, contexts. In fractal structures the same adaptation dynamics appear at multiple levels. McKelvey et al., (2010) cite 19 studies showing adaptation-based predator/prey fractal dynamics. Zanini (2008) argues that the same effects hold for merger and acquisition activities in business niches.

Fractal structures are often indicated by PLs. The econophysicist Barabási (2002) connects scalability, fractal structure, and PL findings to social networks. He shows how networks in the physical, biological and social worlds, are fractally structured such that there is a “rank/frequency” effect—an underlying well-formed Pareto distribution showing many sparsely connected nodes at one end and one very well connected node at the other plotted using log scales. For example, if plotted as a double-log graph, the Pareto-distributed progression of increasing numbers of connections from, say, small airports to giant ones like Heathrow and Atlanta, appears as a negatively-sloping straight line.

b) PLs. A well-formed Pareto rank/frequency distribution plotted in terms of double-log scales appears as a PL distribution—an inverse sloping straight line; often called Zipf’s Law. PLs often take the form of rank/size expressions such as $F \sim N^{-\beta}$, where $F$ is frequency, $N$ is rank (the variable) and $\beta$, the exponent, is constant. In a typical “exponential” function, e.g., $p(y) \sim e^{(ax)}$, the exponent is the variable and $e$ is constant. The now famous PL “signature” dates back to Auerbach (1913) and Zipf (1935, 1949). Andriani and McKelvey (2007, 2009) list ~140 kinds of PLs in physical, biological, social, and organizational phenomena. Stanley et al. (1996) find that manufacturing firms in the U.S. show a fractal structure, as does Axtell (2001). See also Newman (2005), Newman et al. (2006), Clauset et al. (2007), Glaser (2009), and Chou and Keane (2009).

Since PLs mostly appear to be the result of self-organization, they often if not always, signify active self-organization processes at work maintaining some kind of self-organized criticality. Thus, Ishikawa (2006) shows PLs in adaptive and changing industries (as opposed to static ones). Podobnik et al. (2006) show PLs in the stock markets of transition economies. The Dow Jones market capitalizations of the 30 largest U.S. publicly traded firms show a PL—again, evidence of fractals when traders are free to buy and sell as they wish (Glaser, 2009).\footnote{Correlation between power law and straight line is 0.992. Data are Dow Jones stock market prices in 1960. Firms include AT&T, GM, IBM, Standard Oil, Du Pont, and GE.} Iansiti and
Levien (2004) show that the software industry is the most resilient across the 2002 dot.com bust. As compared to the machinery and chemical industries, Zanini (2008) shows the software industry to be much more Pareto distributed. Glaser (2009) shows that the software PL correlates with a straight line at 0.998.

c) SFTs explain why fractals appear and behave as they do. Though scalability may have been at the core of the Santa Fe vision, scale-free theories have only recently begun to be consolidated and featured collectively by the econophysicists (West & Deering, 1995; Mantegna & Stanley, 2000; Vasconcelos, 2004; Newman, 2005). The key feature that sets scale-free theories apart from most social science theories is that they use a single cause to explain fractal dynamics at multiple levels. The earliest dates back to 1638—Galileo’s *Square-Cube Law*; the cauliflower keeps subdividing to keep its surface area at a constant ratio to its growing volume. Explanations for why some structures have adaptive success while others do not, range from biology to social science. If the same theory or principle applies to microbes and to organizations, it is assuredly scale-free. Andriani and McKelvey (2009) describe 15 scale-free theories applying to firms.

### III. THE 2007 LIQUIDITY-CRISIS PRECURSORS AS AN EXAMPLE

It is rather strange that even though Mandelbrot’s attention to scaling and fractals in financial markets dates back to his 1963b article, none of the scale-free theories we believe apply to financial meltdowns appear in his works. In the following sequence of developments leading up to the August 2007 liquidity crisis and its Great Recession consequence, we try to identify relevant TIEs, follow-on growth spirals leading up to what are called the *Minsky Moments*, and then the scale-free theories (SFTs) that appear to apply at that time, given the financial elements present. We follow TIEs with a mention of how various events spiraled out of control and then which SFTs best explain the various ways traders’ tensions and connectivities caused the eventual market crash. Minsky Moments and SFTs are discussed in later sections.

#### 1973:
Derivatives invented as safe investment formulas applied to foreign currencies; allowed high leverages; currencies begin to be traded in financial markets; Black & Scholes publish their option-pricing formula based on derivatives;

- **TIEs:** Investment houses start using derivatives as safe investments;
- **Spirals:** Money involved and leverage used grows raises around the globe. The crash induced by the failure of Long Term Capital Management in 1998 shows that fail-safe beliefs, approaches, & formulas eventually aren’t;
- **SFTs:** Contagion bursts: banks substitute for crowded rooms, buses, and planes, thereby spreading contagion more quickly. Phase transition 1st critical value threshold lowered; use of derivatives lowers the 1st critical value threshold such that high-risk & high-leverage investment practices emerge with less initial risk.

#### 1979:
The IBM PC begins the development of computational finance and complex financial-engineering arbitrage instruments;

---


7 Justin Fox (2009) observes that while Bachelier (1914) deserves credit for the initial “true breakthrough on options pricing” (p. 147), Black and Scholes produced the first acceptable formula in 1973, which builds from derivative pricing.
• **TIEs:** Computers and programming foster the invention of all sorts of investment formulas; the complexity of formulas and interacting formulas buried in code grows; makes risk-implications more obscure; makes detection more difficult;

• **Spirals:** Computer memory and speed increases → programs and investment methods become even more complex → supply increases demand → demand increases supply → their use grows worldwide;

• **SFTs:** Irregularity generated gradients: individually insignificant innovations plus positive feedback fuel rapid, unwatched, and unchecked growth. Phase transition: 1st critical value threshold lowered (computers become cheaper; “quants” move into Finance); emergent degrees of freedom in re-combinations of high-risk tranches are obscured by the complexity of the securitization packages.

1985: Mortgage-backed securities (hereinafter “mortgage-backs”) are invented; tranches are created to mix strong and weak mortgages into loan securitization packages so as to reduce risk; unfathomably complex computer-based loan securitization instruments materialize;

• **TIEs:** Value of houses treated like value of cash in a checking account; investment banks begin to base investment strategies on mortgage-backed assets;

• **Spirals:** Tranch-based, financial-engineering designed securitization packages take many forms and grow into $trillions in value → leverage increases to 50/1 → goes worldwide → leverage reaches as high as 100/1;

• **SFTs:** Combination theory: increased complexity of securitization packaging results in interactive combinations of high-default-risk tranches that multiply into securitization packages more likely to show skew distributions; & Pareto extremes. Phase transition: securitization packages lowered the risk threshold for taking advantage of mortgage-backs; what emerged was a complex obscuritization of mortgage-backed risk vulnerabilities.

1999: Glass-Steagall Act is repealed in 1999;

• **TIEs:** “Deposit-style” banks begin taking investment-bank kinds of risks; Citigroup buys Smith Barney; this begins the de-separation of depositor banks from investment banks; all banks could take highly leveraged high-risk investment actions;

• **Spirals:** Spreads to many, many banks → spreads to government-based banks (Freddie Mac, Fanny Mae) and insurance companies such as AIG (others buy small banks so they can then begin to pursue risky investments like bigger banks & investment banks) → spreads worldwide;

• **SFTs:** Irregularity generated gradients: contagion is bank by bank as opposed to random individuals; speeds up gross risk-taking by banks. Spontaneous order creation: banks, as agents, communicate, learn, influence each other with positive feedback effects.

2000: $609 billion of foreign reserves in U.S. Treasury securities. By the end of 2004, amount grows to $1.2 trillion; amounts to $3 trillion by 2008;

• **TIEs:** Bond interest rates sink; cheap borrowing; imports cost less than U.S.-produced products;

• **Spirals:** Fed. discount rate sinks to 0.75 in November 2002 → real estate speculation grows → risk of mortgage-backs grows → debt skysrockets to eventually amount to ~335% of U.S. GDP;

• **SF Theory:** Spontaneous order creation: people learn to use cheap money to refinance their houses; often several times; mortgages increase in value; debt-based spending increases; fragility of the economy increases;

2000: Housing bubble starts in U.S., UK, Spain, and Australia; Bush Admin. Policy to foster more home ownership, especially among minorities;

---

8 The mortgage-backed security was invented by UCLA’s Professor Richard Roll while he was visiting at Goldman Sachs; he was their Director of Mortgage Securities Research from 1985–1987.


• **TIEs**: Prices rise instantly when house first goes on market; bidding takes place; house sold within an hour (typical of LA); millions of people try to buy their first house;

• **Spirals**: Bush policy: “Get Americans (especially minorities) into their own homes;” mortgages given without credit or income checks; more people buy houses; demand pushes up prices; high prices mean fewer defaults on loans since house can be unloaded at higher price; less risk → more home buying → higher prices → less risk of default → more speculation by real estate brokers → more buying → etc.;

• **SFTs**: Phase transition: 1st critical value threshold lowered; fosters emergent low-interested based mortgage policies. Contagion bursts: banks stop asking for credit & income statements; borrowers learn about cheap mortgages; towns and builders learn to build housing developments to take advantage; real estate agents start speculative buying, reselling.

2002: 5- & 2-year sub-prime “teaser” loans used to buy houses at low interest emerge; 1% “interest-only mortgages appear;

• **TIEs**: Fed discount rate was 1.25 in December of 2001 and reached its low of 0.75 in November of 2002; sub-prime mortgages increase; real estate speculation increases;

• **Spirals**: Teaser fixed-rate mortgages increase → Fed discount rate increases to 6.25% by July 2006, i.e. 6% higher 5 years later when the teaser loans turn to variables → property taxes increase with value of home → vast increase of mortgage-backed investment funds available but risk increases greatly as well;

• **SFTs**: Contagion bursts: agents connected to banks speeds up the spread of the teaser-loan idea. Preferential attachment: Some banks (e.g., Countrywide, IndyMac, WaMu, Freddy Mac, Fanny Mae, etc.), became especially well known for offering teaser loans with few questions asked; they then had links to other banks (which were often later acquired).

2003: Annual volume of annual securitization issuance reaches $4trillion as banks leverage deposits up to a 30/1 to 50/1 and even 100/1 (no limits to leverage in Europe) margins on mortgage-backs; goes worldwide by 2005;

• **TIEs**: Each new subprime mortgage is a TIE

• **Spirals**: mortgage-backs → new kind of securitization package as a TIE → securitized packages increase and leverage increases → downside risk is increasingly likely → economic fragility increases;

• **SF Theory**: Contagion bursts & Spontaneous order creation: see above. Combination theory: increased complexity of securitization packaging with increasing leverage results in combinations of skew distributions that compound into Pareto extremes and the ultimate panic and collapse of bank liquidity.

2005: 5-year teaser loans begin to expire; mortgage defaults increase; housing bubble expires toward end of year; the Minsky Moment appears;

• **TIEs**: This is the beginning of post-teaser defaults; more teasers expire in next 2 years; outcome is the 2007 liquidity crisis;

• **Spirals**: Minsky’s phrase “stability causes instability” begins to apply: Housing price bubble → inflation; inflation worries increase → Fed. increases the discount rate → mortgages interest rates increase → spread between teaser rate and post-teaser variable interest rate increases; the foregoing + increasing property taxes → increasing mortgage default rate → undermining the value of mortgage-backs → economic fragility;

• **SFTs**: Same as for 02–03 above, except in reverse, i.e., after the Minsky Moment(s).

2006: Bubble in housing prices ends; house prices begin their decline in the U.S. in January; mortgage defaults skyrocket; the Minsky Moment has passed;

• **TIEs**: Increasing defaults; more banks at risk; incredibly complicated packages; very high leverage; worldwide;

• **Spirals**: Subprime teaser loans begin to expire → defaults and foreclosures begin to rise → housing market and construction collapse → mortgage-backed securities become toxic → liquidity begins to collapse;

• **SF Theory**: Contagion bursts: but now fuelling rapid decline rather than rapid growth. Preferential attachment: in reverse; i.e., the networks and attachments created up to 02–03 now spread panic and decline.
2007, Summer: Subprime crisis hits; home-mortgage defaults and foreclosures skyrocket in the U.S.; Bear Stearns’ collapse begins in July; broader bank failure in U.S. in August; UK’s Northern Rock fails in September.

2007, December 1st: Recession begins in December (stipulated after-the-fact by the NBER).

2008, September: Crisis-panic hits; Paulson asks for $700B bailout; U.S. liquidity crisis spreads worldwide; The Great Recession begins.

As one may see, there are many instances over the past four decades where Holland’s (2002) TIEs spiraled up and add momentum to the bubble build-up; phenomena explained by six different SFTs from complexity science. Especially relevant is “combination theory.”

IV. EXPLAINING HERDING BEHAVIOR & THE BUBBLE BUILD-UP

_The Economist_ finally admits that bank trading doesn’t follow Bachelier’s random walk and Fama’s (1970) efficient market hypothesis (EMH):

BANKS mimic other banks. They expose themselves to similar risks by making the same sorts of loans. Each bank’s appetite for lending rises and falls in sync. What is safe for one institution becomes dangerous if they all do the same, which is often how financial trouble starts. The scope for nasty spillovers is increased by direct linkages. Banks lend to each other as well as to customers, so one firm’s failure can quickly cause others to fall over, too.\(^{11}\)

While we paid tribute to Mandelbrot’s initiating insights into the fractal structure of various kinds of markets in Section II, including stock markets, at this point we pay special tribute to Minsky’s early positive-feedback explanations of stock-market volatility dynamics and Minsky Moments. We start with a short review of Minsky’s perspective and then introduce scalability theory and give background definitions of the relevant SFTs. We end this section by focusing on the two key elements that usually have to be present for scalability to develop: tension and connectivity.

A. POSITIVE FEEDBACK AND MINSKY MOMENTS

Cooper notes that Mandelbrot’s thinking about financial crashes can easily be translated into Minsky’s ‘self-reinforcing positive feedback processes...” (2008: 150). Many commentators now point to Minsky’s famous phrase: “stability creates instability.”\(^{12}\) The so-called “Minsky Moments”\(^{13}\) are the inflection points where positive-feedback forcing stock markets up in value reverses to force them down. Wolfson (2002) boils Minsky’s perspective down to four key positive-feedback cycles (positive feedback = PF):

- **Financial Fragility.** PF spiral up: Optimism increases; attitudes toward debt and risk change; liability structures change; the financial system becomes increasingly fragile; as debt increases, fragility increases. *Minsky Moment.*

\(^{11}\) Finally, even _The Economist_ (2009c, 2010)—the den of free markets and EMH—admits to the connectivity effect as a basis of crashes in the financial system.

\(^{12}\) The most relevant works by Minsky are: _Can “It” Happen Again?_ (1982), and _Stabilizing an Unstable Economy_ (1986).

\(^{13}\) The term, “Minsky Moment” was coined by Paul McCulley in 1998 during the LTCM-induced crash (Lahart, 2007). It is best defined by Lahart as “the time when over-indebted investors are forced to sell even their solid investments to make good on their loans, sparking sharp declines in financial markets and demand for cash that can force central bankers to lend a hand.” In short, it is the point when speculation based on over-borrowing tips over into a market crash.
PF down: As short term debt increases liquidity declines; speculative and Ponzi firms increase; firms have to increase their short-term debt as liquidity decreases and interest rates rise so as to pay off long-term debt.

- **Movement to the Brink.** PF spiral up: As the speculative bubble increases, the Fed increases interest rates to slow it down. Speculative hedge funds, banks and Ponzi firms have to keep increasing debt as interest rates increase. *Minsky Moment*. PF down: The Fed, in raising its discount rate from a low of 0.75% in November 2002 to 6.25% in June of 2006, sets off the financial crisis by overly increasing the debt load of all those speculating—higher interest→more debt expense→means more borrowing→means higher interest-etc.

- **Surprise event.** PF spiral up: As a financial system becomes more speculative it become more vulnerable to “not unusual” (surprise) events, like the failure of a large bank, or bond default by a foreign country. The more financial fragility the more likely surprise failures. *Minsky Moment*. PF down: The more failures the more financial fragility→the more fragility the more failures→etc.

- **Debt-deflation.** PF spiral up: Financial fragility increases unwillingness to finance investment; less investment reduces profits; reduced profits reduces willingness to invest. Decline in profits leads to debt-deflation which reduces prices, which in turn increases the real value of outstanding debt commitments. *Minsky Moment*. PF down: The Fed steps in (as has the Obama government) to stimulate the economy. This in turn risks setting of an inflationary spiral which, then, re-sets the stage for another round of inflationary expansion: i.e., the Fed reduces discount rates (down to 0.50% in December 2008)→borrowing increases→house prices increase→mortgages go down toward subprime levels→housing speculation starts→house-based bubble starts→etc; news reports by 2010 indicate all the requirements are in place for another housing bubble to start.

As Minsky’s view shows, there are a variety of self-reinforcing positive feedback processes causing bubble-build-ups in stock markets that sometimes result in dramatic crashes. They begin with low interest rates, initiating events such as *new trading rules, hedging techniques*, or the *development of new derivatives-based products*. Individual traders and institutions engage in these initiating events and in the process of learning and adaptation, a bubble develops.

### B. TENSION AND CONNECTIVITY

In his now classic book, *How Nature Works* (1996), Per Bak starts from his 1987 study of change dynamics in sandpiles (Bak et al. 1987). Falling sand grains are allowed to slowly pile up. Eventually the sandpile becomes high enough and the sides of the sandpile steep enough that sand grains start sliding down its sides to keep re-adjusting its height and the steepness of its sloping sides to maintain stability. Bak called this “*self-organized criticality*”—the sliding sand grains keep the slope at the same “critical” angle. The degree of steepness of the slope depends on two elements: (1) *gravity* and (2) the *sharp irregularity* of the grains. Take away gravity and there is no force causing the grains to slide down the side of the sandpile. Take away irregularity—e.g., shift from falling irregular grains of sand to, say, *M&M Peanuts*—and the M&Ms will not pile up (go try it and see what happens!). Bak also discovered that the size of sand-grain movements ranged from many frequent instances of one or a few grains moving to small avalanches to a rare rather large avalanche—the size and frequency of falling-sand-grain avalanches is PL distributed!

Now, for the financial Crash build-up phenomena we outline above:

1. Instead of *gravity*, substitute *greed, liquidity* (i.e., lots of money available needing investment), *risk* taking, and *arrogance* and we have lots of tension toward investing to make profits; and

2. Instead of *sharp irregularity*, substitute human connectivity via *phones, email*, financial engineers gathered in *one office area* in a firm, quant types *transferring* from one firm to another, *advertising* and *advice giving* by firms, and especially *human copying, herding, and learning abilities*, and general interest in learning better approaches for making money and we have high levels of connectivity.
With this analogy we see that the two critical elements necessary for PL distributions—both tension and connectivity—are obvious in financial market trader behaviors. The many bases of tension coupled with the many bases of connectivity leave little doubt that Minsky’s positive feedback, and our several additional SFTs as well, readily characterize financial-market trading phenomena.

C. FROM MINSKY TO A BROADER SET OF SCALE-FREE DYNAMICS

As noted in Section III, the key feature that sets SFTs apart from most social-science theories is that they use a single cause to explain fractal dynamics at multiple levels. More specifically, when tension and connectivity are present among a set of agents (stock traders in the foregoing example), there is some likelihood that one or more TIEs will spiral up into an extreme outcome such as a market crash—i.e., a bubble-build-up occurs. We point to many “spiral” examples dating back to 1973.

While tension resulting from needing to make money or fear of losing money exists all the time, the connectivities giving rise to herd behaviors come and go, or change their nature. Explanations for why some structures have adaptive success via self-organized criticality, while others do not, range from physics to biology to social science. Andriani and McKelvey (2009) describe 15 SFTs applying to organizations and business activities. We have mentioned six of them in the foregoing 2007 liquidity-crisis example:

- Phase transition
- Spontaneous order creation
- Contagion bursts
- Combination theory
- Irregularity generated gradients
- Preferential attachment

In Table 1 we give brief definitions of each SFT and line them up with the various SFTs mentioned above in our history of the build-up the 2007 crisis. The key element here is that there is much growing evidence about all of the TIEs, coupled with growing trader tensions and connectivities, that led up to the 2007 liquidity crisis and market crash. There is not just one SFT; there is not just one point in time that set off the crisis. Instead, we see an accumulation over time of many spirals and at least six SFTs that contributed to the scalability build-up; many scalability spirals have been set in motion since the invention of derivatives in 1973.

>>>Insert Table 1 about here<<<

V. FINANCIAL MARKET PHENOMENA—TOWARD A SCALE-FREE PERSPECTIVE

We begin with short definitions of market dynamics as defined by the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) (Fama et al., 1965, 1970, 1998), which we label as the Triple Point. Then we define the Critical Point, where market crashes occur, and how markets build-up from Triple to Critical Point.

A. TRIPLE POINT

1. Defining Market Dynamics

The Y-axis in Figure 1 measures the risk of a security with respect to the one incorporated in the fundamental valuation. Closer to the Origin, the risk measure in the fundamentals is larger,
leading to under pricing of stocks. In equilibrium at \( TP_{y1} \), risk is properly incorporated in the fundamental analysis and the price is “fair,” while going upward increasing risk-taking behavior underestimates volatility of the firm’s underlying fundamentals, which leads to overpricing.

Returning to our two types of investors (rational and noise), rational investors evaluate all available information and make their trading decisions based on the ratio of Risk and Return, defining underpriced (buy) and overpriced (sell) stocks. The Y-axis of our financial markets phase diagram measures these decisions by a Risk/Fundamentals ratio. In the base condition (where system complexity is minimal and rational traders hold uniform assumptions), the opposite side of a trade is attributed to liquidity traders in the efficient market paradigm. Sell pressure on the price increases with increase of Risk (on the Y-axis) as investors are predominantly risk averse. We also allow for noise traders either with “incorrect” valuation, or invalid information to come to a decision to sell underpriced and buy overpriced securities. Increasing numbers of such noise traders will lead to a bubble-build-up as we will explain later.

On the X-axis, we focus on the Noise-to-Information trading ratio. We believe that disorder in the market can be measured by the ratio of Noise-to-Information trading. Information trading implies investors can properly process information and act rationally. Close to the origin Information based trading and rationality prevails. If all investors are rational and all trading decisions are information based, we will have homogeneous agents, one-sided trade orders and a “halt” in the market. At \( TP_{x1} \) a balance between information and noise traders sets the market at fair valuation. Conversely, as noise trading becomes increasingly evident in the market, rationality recedes and disorder increases. In normal markets with heterogeneous independent traders and random noise, prices adjust to fundamental (certain) value and anomalies are short lived. Under some conditions (e.g., new technology, trading rules, or formulas such as derivatives, etc.) noise in the market increases and creates information ambiguity. Therefore uncertainty-averse traders switch to non-probabilistic approaches to decision-making.

Moving horizontally from the area of “certainty” to the right, we enter a region of higher information complexity and uncertainty “distinct from the familiar notion of risk,” as defined by F. Knight (1921). In uncertain situations many decision-makers prefer to bet on unambiguous events rather than on ambiguous ones (Basili & Zappia, 2003). This contradicts the appropriateness of probabilistic decision-making. Shackle (1949), developed a theory opposing the subjective probability approach. It is a non-probabilistic decision theory seeking to optimize robustness to failure, or opportunities for windfall profits. Zhang (2006) investigates the role of information uncertainty in price continuation anomalies and cross-sectional variations in stock returns; he shows that short-term price continuation is due to investor behavioral biases, which result in greater price drift when there is greater information uncertainty. We argue that given the random nature of good/bad news, information uncertainty alone can not produce a bubble-build-up as greater information uncertainty should produce relatively higher expected returns following good news and relatively lower expected returns following bad news.

2. Triple-Point Dynamics

We view the lower-left corner as highly unstable, since rational investors are willing to buy the underpriced securities, but there are very few noise traders, who will sell at this price. As a result, the market moves from left to right, thereby crossing the phase boundary; this results in
falling liquidity as buy orders prevail and price goes up. The basin of attraction is the **Triple Point**. Note that in the “certainty” area information traders prevail.

The upper left corner is an area of overpricing, news about fundamentals may suggest higher volatility than the risk incorporated in the price. Rational investors with adequate valuation will detect overpricing and place sell orders, the market moves to the right, crosses the phase boundary into the “sell” phase, liquidity falls, and prices adjust to the equilibrium market risk level TP1. The market moves to the Triple Point.

Over- or under-pricing are a very short-lived phenomena after news (new relevant information) is released. In both cases moving from the “wait” phase either through sell or buy to reach the attractor point (Triple Point = dynamic equilibrium) sees the market cross the phase boundaries. If there is nonlinearity present, there should be a function that experiences abrupt change with a small change in the X-axis (noise/info trading). This also should be related to a jump in the price, as the market quickly adjusts to new information and incorporates the news in the price.

As we move horizontally in Figure 1, from “wait” to “buy” in the area of under -pricing, the liquidity increases, as more noise traders are present. When we cross into the “buy” state characterized by positive demand, the liquidity function changes Similarly, in the overpriced area, when a rational investor wants to sell at \( x \) price, the market should move horizontally to find a “noise” buyer. To the right the ratio of noise traders’ increases, increasing the ease of trade (liquidity), but after the phase boundary, the market is characterized by negative demand and a sell order faces lower liquidity, i.e. fewer buyers.

According to EMH, these are short-lived anomalies that are arbitraged away. The simultaneous execution of a large number of trades produces efficient outcomes and a dynamic equilibrium between the three states is present. Also according to EMH, all investors are rational and base their decisions on fundamental values. Trading only occurs due to liquidity-need investors, who take the opposite side of the trade. As noted earlier, we define those seeking liquidity as “noise” traders since they are not trading based on information.

**B. FROM TRIPLE TO CRITICAL POINT**

Having shown the Triple Point to be an effective attractor basin, we still need to find a mechanism that will explain the empirical record of extreme events evidenced by stock markets; those that far exceed Gaussian-distributed returns (Baum & McKelvey, 2006). A normal market incorporates new information into the stock prices efficiently; mispricing of securities is temporary. Information does not create ambiguity, noise in the market is offset by rational decision-making; anomalies are short lived. When the level of noise increases, information ambiguity prevails and market moves to the right in the region of uncertainty, efficient information processing and probabilistic decision-making becomes more difficult.

The region of uncertainty, characterized by the complexity and ambiguity of information, begins at \( R1 \) (in Figure 1) and extends to the right—\( R1 \) marks the transition from efficient market trading to herding behavior. Rational probabilistic decision-making is impeded and the bimodal demand function (Plerou et al., 2003) signals herding behavior. At \( R1 \), information complexity impacts risk-taking behavior such that a market moves to a higher risk/fundamentals area. Information cascading, herding, rule-based trading etc. create a complex network (self-
organization) among traders and leads to a PL distribution of returns. Therefore we define this area as “fractal.”

Sornette (2003a,b) presents a general theory of financial crashes and stock market instabilities and asserts that markets exhibit complex dynamics. Moreover, he suggests that large scale patterns of a catastrophic nature result from global correlated-trading processes caused by repetitive interactions that eventually spread across the entire system. A PL distribution punctuated with log-periodic oscillations in the index prices seems to be the signature of an impending crash. Among many other examples, Baum & McKelvey (2006) also show evidence of PL distribution in the daily log returns of DJSI and NASDAQ; they argue that observed PLs stem from interconnected behaviors that are ever present in social contexts (e.g., stock markets).

**C. The Four Regions**

Having defined the Triple and Critical Points, we now have four Regions in Figure 1: Certainty, Uncertainty, Risk, and Fractal. We briefly define each of these Regions as follows:

1. **Certainty.** Most pronounced at the Origin. Note the points on each axis where the Risk/Fundamentals and Noise/Information ratios equal 1, i.e., TPx1 and TPy1. On the X-axis, accurate information dominates noise. On the Y-axis, risk measured by the volatility of a firm’s underlying fundamentals is low relative to that used in the valuation process. Rational traders unanimously agree on the under pricing the closer to the origin the market moves.

2. **Uncertainty.** To the right of the Triple Point location on the X-axis, traders lose contact with any reliable means of attaching true value to information about a particular stock/company. Complexity and ambiguity of information takes over the market. While uncertainty keeps increasing towards R2, market becomes vulnerable to chaos—i.e., bifurcations due mainly to external anomalies hitting a market. Price continuation anomalies are increasing as uncertainty levels increase.

3. **Risk.** Above the location of the Triple Point on the Y-axis, traders move away from simply trading based on knowledge about the current “fundamental” value of a stock/firm to start betting on future value. A rational bubble emerges when market price depends on its own expected rate of change reminiscent of the models of Blanchard (1979) and Blanchard and Watson (1982). Risk increases up to the location of the Critical Point on the y-axis. Above this point we show “Chaotic Risk;” this is the point where risk-taking becomes vulnerable to chaos—bifurcations that can set off significant crashes.

Note that we show Knight’s (1921) risk, uncertainty, and certainty as juxtaposed at the Triple Point. This is the core explanation underlying EMH—traders leaning toward all three situations trade concurrently with quick adjustments of the market shifting toward one or the other of the three conditions.

4. **Fractal.** The Region between the Triple and Critical Points is notable for increasingly dramatic volatility incidents. Since there is growing evidence that many of these incidents follow fractal patterns, we label the region Fractal. This region corresponds to the bubble regime (Sornette 2003a) where non-stationary increasing volatility correlations are reported. Moreover, regime switches between “normal” and “bubble” comprise a dynamical model that recovers all the stylized facts of empirical prices. This is what we focus on next.

How much time does the Dow Jones, for example, spend in the fractal region? Note from Figure 1 that, as risk and uncertainty increase, traders end up in the fractal region. “Tradition” and EMH in Finance hold that it spends most of the time at the Critical Point. For empiricists this is represented by GARCH (generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity) (Bollerslev, 1986). But as one can see in Figure 2, there are many market variances well above the “GARCH line” (which is in black in the Figure).

>>>Insert Figure 2 about here<<<
Mandelbrot calculates that

...by the conventional wisdom, August 1998 simply should never have happened.... The standard theories...would estimate the odds of that final, August 31, collapse, at one in 20 million—an event that, if you traded daily for nearly 100,000 years, you would not expect to see even once. The odds of getting three such declines in the same month were even more minute: about one in 500 billion (p. 4).... [An] index swing of more than 7 percent should come once every 300,000 years; in fact, the twentieth century saw forty-eight such days. (Mandelbrot & Hudson, 2004: 13)

In fact, different market behaviors around the Triple Point and between Triple and Critical Points exist. For sure, on a daily basis EMH behavior is more abundant. But market behavior in the Fractal region is also present and often with greater consequences. It seems obvious that the argument between Fama et al. and Mandelbrot et al. is passé. It is time to pay equal attention to both regions. The number of days the market spends at the Triple Point are considerable. The costs stemming from what happens in the fractal region, however, are less frequent, but not as infrequent as some would want us to believe, and the costs of ignoring this region are often very high indeed. This leads to our interest the R1 tipping point, as opposed to arguments favoring one or the other kind of trading behaviors.

VI. EXPLAINING BUILD-UP TO THE CRITICAL POINT: MEASURING FRACTALITY

A “fractal dimension” allows us to measure the degree of complexity by evaluating how fast measurements increase or decrease as scale becomes larger or smaller. The methods for measuring fractal dimension rely heavily on the PL, which allows extrapolation and prediction over a wide range of scales. PLs describe empirical scaling relationships that are emergent quantitative patterns of structure (A) or dynamics (B) that are self-similar or fractal-like over many orders of magnitude. The Hurst exponent is related to the fractal dimension, which gives a measure of the roughness of a surface. The relationship between the fractal dimension, \( D \), and the Hurst exponent, \( H \), is:

\[
D = 2 - H
\]

The Hurst exponent provides a measure of whether the data are a pure random walk or have underlying trends. When an autocorrelation has a very long (or mathematically infinite) decay, the series is defined as having long memory.

A. PLs OF RETURNS

When EMH applies, prices follow random walks; prices are unpredictable as their changes efficiently incorporate randomly arriving information to the market. The logarithm of prices measures returns and follows a Gaussian distribution. There is sufficient empirical evidence showing that extreme events lying outside the three standard deviation limit allowed by the normal distribution are observed much too frequently to be deleted as random anomalies (Mandelbrot & Hudson, 2004). They note that in stock trading, daily returns that are seven standard deviations away from the mean occur 10,000,000 times more frequently than would be the case for random data!

The most popular way of showing PLs in the distribution of returns is to plot the log of the number of observations against the log of the return size and thereby produce in inverse sloping line that is the PL indication. This method has been questioned (Clauset et al., 2007) and has received some critical remarks for being overused, but even so, the finance literature provides
ample evidence with precise methodology pertaining to the existence of PLs in the distribution of
index-price returns. We illustrate this in Figure 3, which shows a PL distribution of the stock-
price changes in DJIA, which are pretty close to a perfect PL.

>>>Insert Figure 3 about here<<<

We are not going to discuss this evidence further, as we believe it does not contribute much to
the goal of building resilience—we mention it to establish the legitimacy of PL descriptions of
market phenomena. Mostly, this statistical method has been used to give information about
events that have already happened rather than about the dynamics of stock-price determination
and the change in traders’ behaviors, which underlie the self-organization of stock trading.
Following these dynamics, we believe we are able to detect the threshold level of information
complexity that leads to herding, self-organization, and loss of agents’ heterogeneity.

B. PLS OF THE AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION (ACF)

In the Efficient Market regime, returns are unpredictable because they do not show
discernable correlation. Time series analysis of these prices detects very fast (exponential) decay
of the ACF, e.g., one cannot predict tomorrow’s price from the observation of today’s,
yesterday’s, or even prices two days earlier, since they are not correlated. Volatility measured by
the variance of the stock returns has short memory—i.e., it’s essentially random. Time series are
modeled as random and independent using the AutoRegressive Moving Average process
(ARMA). Moreover, extended time series analysis defines the AutoRegressive Integrated
Moving Average (ARIMA) model as a generalization of an ARMA model. When data show
evidence of non-stationarity, there is an initial differencing step (i.e., taking the difference
between adjacent observations is an example of first-order differencing). After this step, the
series are stationary and can be analyzed using tools designed for random processes since the
non-stationarity is removed. If the differencing step is an integer, e.g. equals 1, i.e., \( X(t) - X(t -
1) = 1 \), it appears to create no contradiction within the realm of EMH trading; prices follow a 1\(^{st}\)
order integration process for which econometric tools are widely accepted; (2\(^{nd}\), 3\(^{rd}\), etc., orders
are treated similarly).

The standard assumption of an integer-integration order is arbitrary. Allowing for fractional-
integration order leads into the world of fractals, which creates the division between efficient
market (and the random—in most cases linear—paradigm) and the “complexity” and of fractal
models. In a fractal-market regime, returns are still not predictable but volatility is predictable
(Poon & Granger, 2003). Classic econometrics shows the clustering of volatility but does not
capture long-memory in the volatility of returns unless it allows for fractional integration in the
models, i.e., the differencing step can be fractional as opposed to only accepted as integer.

If we have a non-stationary process that becomes stationary after differencing but the
differencing operator is fractional \(0 < d < 1\), we enter the realm of fractals. This is a sign that
some structural changes taking place in a market will show up in the long memory of volatility
movements. The hyperbolic (slow) decay of the ACF reveals dependence, correlation, and
feedback between traders—which can lead to imitation, herding, and rule-based trading. Our
hypothesis is that as information becomes more expensive and/or complex and ambiguous, such
that the market cannot find its way back to equilibrium and herding behavior and rule-based
trading begin to dominate. The long memory in the volatility of stock returns has already found
its way into econometrics models such as ARFIMA and FIGARCH. Given that many time series
exhibit very slowly decaying autocorrelations, the advantages of Autoregressive Fractionally
Integrated Moving Average models with hyperbolic autocorrelation decay seems clear (as opposed to models such as ARMA processes, which have exponential or geometric decay). The stationary stochastic processes frequently referred in financial time series, such as ARCH (Engle, 1982), GARCH (Bollerslev, 1986), IGARCH (Engle & Bollerslev, 1986), and EGARCH (Nelson, 1991) all have short memory about volatilities. A weakly stationary process can show long memory if its ACF has a hyperbolic decay.

Though it seems quite logical and expedient to embrace the entire spectrum of volatility clustering, one can only wonder why there is so much resistance to accepting fractals as part of financial-asset pricing models. Among the reasons might be the dense covariance matrix they create or that the process does not possess the martingale property. Our view is that these are minor and avoidable technical details. More importantly, there is as yet no unifying theory that allows for both efficient market equilibrium and anomalies that break through the threshold of information complexity, which then create conditions for self-organization, interdependence, and herding behavior among the market participants—i.e., correlated behaviors. Information cascades, herding, and feedback loops are not part of an EMH-style market presumably composed of independent rational investors.

If time series exhibit long memory, they display significant correlations between observations separated in time—i.e., the correlation does not go to zero for a long lag. Therefore we focus our discussion around the evidence of increased price-volatility persistence in periods before crashes. Translated into the language of PLs associated with extreme events, we point to the appearance of PLs in the ACF of volatility, as shown in Figure 4:

The ACF of log returns is effectively zero for lag > 2, while the ACF of log-return absolute values (as a straightforward measure of volatility) decreases very slowly and remains positive, even after a lag of 500, before decaying to zero. Such results suggest that the returns of the stock market are uncorrelated while their volatility has long-range dependence. A logarithmic-scale plot of the autocorrelation function gives the same visual illustration of PLs as described in our explanation of PL distributions above. Long-memory is defined mathematically in terms of autocorrelation. The time series of the absolute value of returns exhibits autocorrelation, when return $|r_i|$ is correlated with $|r_{i-s}|$ and $s$ is a measure of time increment. The autocorrelation function $\rho$ takes a PL form with constant $C$ and exponent $\alpha$:

$$\rho(s) = Cs^{-\alpha}$$

The fractional integration parameter $\alpha$ of the ACF is related to the volatility scaling (Hurst) exponent as:

$$H = 1 - \alpha/2$$

Volatility is random if the Hurst exponent is equal to $\frac{1}{2}$, which indicates totally random, so-called “Brownian motion” movements. Volatility persistence as measured by the Hurst exponent increases above $\frac{1}{2}$ during periods of increased information complexity. More specifically, if $H > \frac{1}{2}$, rule-based trading, herding, imitation, and increased mutual influence among traders leads to log-periodic oscillations of prices appearing as precursory bubble-build-up patterns before crashes—i.e., during the build-up between Triple and Critical Points in Figure 1.

The self-organization process causing the foregoing market dynamics shows up in the form of PL distributions of returns as well as in a PL of the volatility. Yalamova (2003) shows the
increasing persistence in volatility as measured by the Hurst exponent in a number of stock market indices in periods of 2–4 years before significant drawdowns (crashes) such as occurred in October 1987 and March 2000.

**C. “TIPPING POINT” R1—INFORMATION COMPLEXITY THRESHOLD**

Grossman and Stiglitz (1980) argue that if information gathering is costly, a competitive Walrasian market (our Triple Point; i.e., price equals supply and demand) does not always remain in equilibrium. Moreover, they show that when EMH is true and information is costly, competitive markets break down. Informed traders realize that they can stop paying for information and still do as well as uninformed traders. Therefore, having some fraction of informed traders does not necessarily produce equilibrium. Having no one informed is not equilibrium either, if each trader thinks that there are profits to be made from becoming informed.

Following Grossman and Stiglitz, we do not reject EMH but do wish to extend it to fit conditions when information is complex; i.e., costly and/or problematic with respect to market analysis. If information complexity increases, analysis becomes more costly and, hence, imitation in trading (herding) is more desirable, if not optimal, because it lowers costs. If the noise increases, information ambiguity prevails and the market is pervaded by uncertainty; efficient information processing and probabilistic decision-making becomes more difficult.

The high variability (volatility) of stock market returns is a signature of collective phenomena such as imitation or “herd” behavior. A quantitative link between bursts of volatility and herd behavior can be established through examination of order flows that display the aggregation of individual demands independent of the mechanism of herding—whether it is a sequential information cascade or random formation of groups through clustered networks. Implicit in herding behavior is the slow consolidation of traders toward the same buy-sell rule—i.e., rule-based trading—which then leads to correlated behavior; a good recent example being the slow spread of knowledge about the Black-Scholes options-pricing model that was at the heart of Long-Term Capital Management’s temporary success.

**D. INCREASING VOLATILITY PERSISTENCE BEYOND R1**

1. **Persistence: Bubble Build-up Beyond R1 to Critical Point**

In an environment of increased uncertainty, rational probabilistic decision-making is impeded and the bimodal demand function (Plerou et al., 2003) signals herding behavior. At a certain level of information complexity, or when the buy/sell rule of another trader or group of traders is leading to obvious financial gain, a trader usually resorts to the alternative of rule-based trading instead of behavior consistent with EMH. Rule-based trading, herding, and information cascading, etc., create complex networking (self-organization) among traders, which then leads to a PL in the ACF of absolute log returns (volatility) that can be detected in the market data with scale-invariant methodology. Figure 5 shows the results of wavelet decomposition of S&P 500 daily prices. The Wavelet Power Spectrum shows the coefficient of correlation between the prices and “Morlet wavelets”\(^{14}\) at different scales. The Global wavelet is the sum of the coefficients at different scales. The slope of the Global wavelet measures the Hurst exponent:

\(^{14}\) A Morlet wavelet is defined at [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morlet_wavelet](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morlet_wavelet)
\[ H = \frac{(s - 1)}{2} \]

Under such circumstances, noise trading that disrupts EMH behavior has increased impact because noise can disrupt the symmetry among demand/supply and thereby destabilize prices—i.e., disrupt Triple Point trading. Below the critical value of information complexity, the net demand is roughly zero; neither buying nor selling predominates, which agrees with the dynamic stability in the basin of attraction—our Triple Point of a normal efficient market at equilibrium. Above this critical noise tipping point, \( R_1 \), a bimodal distribution of buy and sell limit orders emerges with the two most probable values symmetrical around zero demand as reported by Plerou et al. (2003).

This empirical evidence of change in the net-demand distribution explains the frequent reversal of stock markets, which creates the oscillation of prices, as documented by Sornette (2003a,b). Sethi (1996) shows that if chartists control a significant portion of trading, destabilized prices may show a sequence of period-doubling bifurcations. In this regime, markets—as complex dynamical systems—exhibit oscillations showing log-periodic behavior as discovered empirically by Johansen and Sornette (1998) and Sornette et al. (1996), among others. The bimodal distribution of demand reported by Plerou et al. (2003) suggests oscillation of the market between negative and positive demand phases in our phase-transition model graph (Figure 1). The phase transition at this the Triple Point is related to abrupt changes in the trading volume, induced by liquidity constraints. The reversal frequency of market sentiment is related to the increasing hazard rate of crash producing log periodicity in price oscillations. In the bubble-build-up sequence, rational traders evaluate the increasing price trend and hazard rate and then adapt their speculative strategy accordingly. Sornette (2003a) describes the build-up of cooperative speculation, which usually translates into an accelerating rise of the market.

Since traders mostly act sequentially rather than concurrently, herd-like behavior easily materializes; this results from information “copying” and rule-based behaviors in place of the normal random flow of less noisy information that supports rational EMH trading at the Triple Point. This copying behavior (e.g., observing others’ actions) is then sufficient to induce agents to ignore their private information in favor of following the crowd, which results in information cascades, which are increasing daily volatilities caused by increasingly correlated trader buy-sell behaviors. Information cascades can result from observations of the stock trading trends by other traders rather than their reliance on their personal (private)—and more likely independent—information. Thus, each and every participant may make mistaken trading decisions by simply following the crowd. In the earlier stages of information cascades they are more fragile—it doesn’t take more than a little bit of public information (or an unusual signal) to overturn a cascade. But, at some point there is a likelihood that what starts as an information cascade becomes, itself, more resilient such that only significant outside anomalies can disrupt it. **Our objective is to give longer-term market resilience dominance over the idiosyncratic resilience of a particular relatively short-term information cascade and bubble-build-up.**

The foregoing is best illustrated as follows: In Figure 6 we show Sornette and Johansen’s (2001) translation of the Hang-Seng stock chart from linear to log Y-axis. The line in the right-hand graph shows the log-scaled upward trend—the market rises exponentially at an “average” rate of 13.6%. In Figure 7 we show the same graph in larger scale, with the log-based—13.6%—
up-trend line shown in red. We have now bifurcated each period between a crash and following
peak by the intersection of two lines: (1) the yellow line, which more or less parallels the red line
and indicates the period of trading at the Triple Point via EMH (Hurst exponent < ½); and (2) the
steeper-angled pink line, which indicates the period of log-periodicity, persistence and Hurst
exponent > ½).

When information complexity in a market breaks across the R1 tipping point (bifurcation
point), deviations from the Triple Point “fair” prices may not be readily and efficiently corrected,
given the presence of large numbers of rule-based traders, which then sets off a bubble build-up.
Participants in the market influence each other in their trading decisions. Independent rational
decision-making gives way to noise, copying, and imitation; the independence and heterogeneity
of agents that keeps the market in equilibrium is lost. Traders self-organize in larger and larger
clusters; finally the traders’ network synchronizes resulting in a crash. Sornette (2003a,b)
describes this as order in the market when everybody has the same opinion “sell.” LeBaron
(2001) suggests that traders losing diverse buy/sell rules evolve to one dominant trading rule, a
finding that also supports our hypothesis of synchronization. Grech and Pamula (2008) show that
shortly before a crash a few of what they call “speculative” traders start abandoning the herd; as
more begin to jump from the bubble, the period of log periodicity ends and a crash occurs.

2. Internal vs. External Shocks

Empirical evidence indicates that the volatility signatures of endogenous and exogenous
shocks to a system differ in the relaxation time—i.e., the time it takes a stock-trading system to
collapse/crash back from the Critical Point to the “Triple Point,” where greed, risk, and noise are
balanced to produce EMH-style trading behaviors. Based on a number of recent empirical studies
(Sornette et. al., 2002, Cajueiro et al. 2009, Zunino et al. 2009), we suggest several measures to
prevent self-organization in a market from bubbling up to the Critical Point via herding,
connectivity, and imitation. If our resilience interventions are to minimize the longer-term effects
of market crashes—such as the current “Great Recession”—which result from slower, self-
organizing endogenous process dynamics—it is critical that we create resilience against
endogenous processes rather than attempt to prevent anomalies foreign to the U.S. stock-trading
system—such as the Asian meltdown of 1987, the Russian bond default of 1998, the dot.com
-crash of 2000, or the current meltdowns in Dubai (2009) and Greece (2010)—though we worry
about these impacts as well because of increasing global interconnectivity; e.g., what happened
in Dubai and Greece circa 2009, 2010 affected markets worldwide.

“Relaxation time” characterizes the way a dynamical system returns to equilibrium after
experiencing significant deviations. It may measure the time-dependent response of a system to
external stimuli or collapse of a self-organizing system after reaching an unsustainable phase. In

---

15 Endogenous shocks result from perturbations within a system that initially impact a few agents (employees and/or
subsystems) but then, because of tension and connectivity, the perturbation spreads and, via emergent self-
organization processes, the TIEs can then scale up to impact the entire system. But this bottom-up percolation
process take time, which is why endogenous change within a dynamical system is usually slower than exogenously
induced change; the latter can impact most or all of a system’s elements at the same time.

16 A good example of an exogenous shock is the collapse of Long-Term Capital Management in 1998, which was
caused by Russia’s freezing of the Ruble, its bank-system collapse, and defaulting on its bonds, which then caused
an overnight collapse of stock markets worldwide (Lowenstein, 2000: 140–141).
fact, once a system reaches the Critical Point the relaxation time (i.e., the time needed for the market to retreat back from the top of the bubble to EMH-style trading at the Triple Point) is much longer because the collapse of a self-organizing system creates larger volatility bursts over a longer period of time. Sornette et al. (2002) show that the rate of the relaxation pattern of endogenous shocks via self-organizing after a system reaches the Critical Point takes more time than relaxation after exogenous shocks set off by external events, even if they occur before the system reaches the Critical Point—i.e., the Minsky Moment.

This difference between exogenous and endogenous shocks results from the way that volatility relaxes to its EMH-based average value: Sornette et al. (2002) show that endogenous shocks in the form of small perturbations (such as brief news reports (i.e., TIEs) seen by some traders that are then slowly spread around the system via trader networks such that the system incrementally self-organizes into a bubble-build-up phase) have the cumulative effect of slowly creating the specific trajectory building up to a Minsky Moment (which may occur before or at the Critical Point). Peaks caused via endogenous shocks also show slower relaxation rates as they self-organize to unwind back down toward the Triple Point. In contrast, exogenous shocks—created by a single overwhelming external anomaly—have a more rapid build-up to the Minsky Moment as well as a faster relaxation rate afterward.

In discussing the search for a “narrative” to explain what he calls the “Great Recession,” Yergin (2009) argues that the normal oscillation between “fear and greed” characterizing stock markets following EMH at the Triple Point was shifted in favor of greed by the historically low cost of risk i.e., the Fed’s discount rate dropped down to 0.75% in November 2002. Add to this, Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke’s comment in his October 23, 2009 speech to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System:

The extraordinary pressure on financial firms last fall underscored how profoundly interconnected firms and markets are in our complex, global financial system

The “fear, greed, risk” dynamics of single human traders now interact among thousands of traders across a vast strongly-interconnected global financial system. Bernanke ends his speech by calling on Congress to legislate supervision capable of regulating vast complex interconnected systems rather than just individual CEOs, Boards, or Banks. While individual banks failed, it was global complex-system failure that caused the Great Recession, not “individual agents”—whether persons or banks. At the Triple Point isolated, rational, individual behavior rules the day; but as a market progresses toward a Minsky Moment, connectivity and scalability dynamics increasingly dominate to produce the extreme outcome at the Critical Point—a historically significant market crash.

To return to our earlier mention of Per Bak’s sandpile avalanches, the tension basis of sand cascades from small to large is obvious in stock trading—”fear and greed.” The connectivity of sand grains is what Bernanke points to: profound interconnectivity of firms throughout the global financial system. We don’t deny that resilience engineering in many ways has to bear down on individual CEOs, Boards, and Banks. But, resilience engineering is meaningless if it doesn’t produce global-system resilience. Bernanke stresses both individual and system in his speech. We try to deal with both as well.
VII. BUILDING RESILIENCE

We agree: The “magic of free markets” as Yergin (2009) calls it, should not be eradicated, as the French seem to prefer. At the Triple Point, and for some distance out toward Minsky Moments, the free market mantra should dominate. But as greed and connectivity begin to take the upper hand—i.e., once the $R_1$ tipping point is reached—resilience engineering needs to take hold to combat the formulas of financial engineering and slowly strengthen until the global system falls back below the $R_1$ tipping point—to safety and sanity. In short, free markets should be free to “resiliate” freely and without lobbying effects.

All of the resilience-engineering options we suggest below should be automatically activated once the tipping point is crossed. Needless to say, activation may be automatic or dependent on timely human decisions by regulatory and/or political entities. Information Disclosure (see below) should be as automatic as possible. Our position is that as many resilience interventions as possible should be automatically imposed (with possible amelioration later, if judged appropriate)—they should be protected against lobbying efforts and other ways of manipulating the judgments of regulating entities.

While we agree with Lord Turner (Britain’s chief financial regulator) that special regulatory powers by what he terms a “macro-prudential committee,” are needed to “prevent asset price bubbles” (Giles, 2010), we see the need to change his call for it to meet “twice a year…with power to pull a macro-prudential lever…if appropriate.” We favor automatic imposition of the “levers” with power given to the “committee” to negate or alter them some time later if other lingering conditions warrant such action. Our principle is that formulaic automaticity comes first, with judgments imposed by (political) regulators coming later if further negative financial circumstances justify.

But is global system resilience engineering impossible? We wonder. Most nations don’t like the idea of being regulated by other nations; witness the difficulties in dealing with global warming and nuclear weapons. Nobel Laureate James Tobin introduced his “Tobin Tax” on global currency exchange in 1978, but it has never taken hold even though there have been many strong advocacies in favor of it.17

We offer various preliminary suggestions about automatic, formula-based interventions below. Note that while we use the term “formulaic automaticity” just above, we do not go so far as to set forth specific formulas—this we leave to more technically trained financial resilience engineers. Most of the “formulas” we propose, that should be activated at the $R_1$ tipping point, are often not much more that simple ratios between increasing risk of some kind and increasing upfront cost to banks in the form of taxes on bonuses, reserve requirements, diminished risk-taking, and so on.

We compartmentalize our resilience interventions into Information Disclosure, Individual Agents, Glass-Steagall related, Systemic Interconnectivities, and Other. Analogous to people driving cars, we divide “Individual Agents” into Reckless Endangerment (reckless financial engineering given easily available knowledge) and Insurance (protection against unexpected

17 For a quick review and comment on the recent rash of news stories about the Tobin tax following Lord Turner’s comment about whether London is too big to be “socially useful,” see McKelvey, 2010.
anomalies given increased risk, leverage, use of mortgage-backs, securitization packages, etc.). Overall, you can see that our Resilience Engineering reduces to two broad categories:

1. Use of increased information, in as many ways as possible, to reduce noise in favor of improved, more reliable information, so that traders feel it is safe to retreat back toward the EMH at the Triple Point; and

2. Various ways in which trading activities are gradually and/or severely restricted and/or various kinds of insurance called for once the system crosses the $R_1$ tipping point (as indicated by the Hurst exponent).

A. **Resilience via Information Disclosure:**

In this Section we build on the idea that “noise” in balanced EMH trading is really random information. But if new or relevant information is expensive, it becomes difficult for it to readily play its role as noise in EMH trading. We begin with a list of resilience-fostering information disclosures.

1. General: Any kind of increased information disclosure about bubble-build-up indications could hasten the likelihood that traders will retreat back from rule-based herd trading back to Triple Point trading;

2. Resilience “engineering” virtually by definition, has to use formulas to beat formulas; therefore “counter formulas” need to be invented and imposed; needless to say, relevant info is essential;

3. Any kind of info that helps uncover the $R_1$ tipping point;

4. Kinds of information that would disrupt/reduce trader-homogeneity and, thus, bolster efficient-market trading;

5. Information that helps regulatory entities define conditions and causes of reckless endangerment;

6. The International Accounting Standards Board is already proposing that banks report estimated losses on their loans early on rather than waiting till they occur (Sanderson & Hughes, 2009);

7. Information relevant to mitigating endogenous shocks;
   a. Calls for information about events similar to the TIEs and spirals we highlight in the 34 years leading up to the 2007 liquidity crisis;
   b. Makes easier comparisons of future events to those we have highlighted from the past 34 years.

8. Tracking of questionable management, Board Director interlocks, M&A mistakes, Ponzi-use of bonuses to inappropriately motivate unacceptable levels of risk taking, as Bernanke calls for;

9. More attention to the tracking, control, and possible legislation to deal with “horizontal connectivity” across firms and across nations—as Bernanke calls for—as opposed to just watching and regulating “vertically” within individual firms.

10. Information suggesting that the end of the PL-identified trend is approaching; as is suggested by the research of Grech and Pamula (2008).

When information becomes costly, markets may not expeditiously be able to restore equilibrium—the benefits and seeming lower risk of joining the herd are cheaper and seem less risky than paying the cost of obtaining more valid information. Deviation from fair prices persists and returns are no longer described by normal distributions. PL dynamics are set off at the noise/information complexity tipping point, $R_1$. It takes cheap and pretty much random information—i.e., inexpensive noisy information to keep systems in, or bring them back to the Triple Point’s EMH trading.
In equilibrium, stock market information is freely available and quickly incorporated in stock prices. Stock prices follow Brownian motion and volatility; the indicating Hurst exponent is 0.5. There is no long memory in the volatility, i.e. volatility autocorrelation function (ACF) shows exponential decay, a log/linear plot falls on an approximate straight line, which means the ACF has a characteristic scale—it is not scale invariant.

As the information becomes more complex, it requires more expensive processing or training to understand new asset pricing techniques, e.g., new derivatives, imitation, and rule based trading become optimal. Plerou et al. (2003) define this as a threshold-level of noise in the market that leads to bimodal demand distribution. They provide empirical evidence of two-phase behavior by financial markets, i.e., normal equilibrium and out-of-equilibrium markets. Supported by their empirical results analyzing the probability distribution of demand conditioned on noise intensity, they argue the existence of a critical level of noise above which two highly-probable values emerge. These values are symmetrical around zero demand and reveal excess demand and excess supply. A market breaks through $R_1$ level (noise trading exceeds information trading) when information is costly and traders resort to imitation. Herding leads to bifurcation detected in the bimodal demand function. Traders’ communication and increased level of imitation leads to gradual loss of heterogeneity and when one dominant trading rule prevails market crashes (LeBaron, 2001).

Near the Critical Point the autocorrelation function indicates long memory in the volatility, i.e. PLs, which suggests feedback processes and interdependence among traders, an increasing level of imitation, and loss of heterogeneity. One dominant trading rule evolves and at the Critical Point, because of some outside imposing anomaly, all traders have the same opinion “sell.” Rule-based trading dominates the market and a continuous drawdown of prices follows.

**B. RESILIENCE ENGINEERING AGAINST INDIVIDUAL AGENTS (TRADERS, BANKS):**

In this Section we suggest a number of resilience interventions applied to individuals and banks, that are instigated once trading volatilities increase past the $R_1$ tipping point. There are many possible interventions. We end the Section with a focus on a few more obvious ratios that seem less prone to gaming.

1. **Reckless Endangerment:** (e.g., in the U.S., given that it was common knowledge that: the Fed. discount rate was 1.25% in December 2001 and 0.75 % in November 2002 and would have to rise to protect against inflation; teaser loans lasted five years; and people could “buy” homes without declaring income or credit score; therefore we define leveraging mortgage-backs at 10, 20, 30, 40, and even up to 50 to 1 (in Europe) as *demonstrable reckless endangerment*). For the most part the Fed can define “recklessness” well in advance since some kinds of investment behaviors are well known in advance to be fraught with high risk. Given this:
   a. All further risk-taking is gradually reduced automatically and progressively by *formulaic resilience interventions* against choiceful financial engineering activities as the bubble progresses, until risk is fully balanced by valid assets or compensation.
   b. All bonuses, salaries, and other bank equities are essentially put in escrow (in a government-held account) until appropriate balance is achieved; Bernanke states that “compensation practices…have led to misaligned incentives and excessive risk-taking…. The Federal Reserve is working to ensure

---

Our use of the term “progressive” comes from its use in progressive income taxes; the higher the income, the higher the tax. Our “progressive” interventions become stronger as the bubble progresses away from $R_1$
that compensation packages appropriately tie rewards to long-term performance and do not create undue risk…” (Labaton, 2009).

c. As much early warning by the regulatory entity(ies) as is possible is to be given so that all bank parties can start taking appropriate progressive action;

d. Executives, financial engineers and traders directly responsible for recklessness should lose their positions and be held liable for returning all bonuses dating back to the start of reckless judgments; direct superiors up to CEOs should also be fired (see Record, 2010).

e. Reckless endangerment becomes more relevant when banks participate in an “asset-price bubble” of the kind that Mishkin (2009) calls “a credit boom bubble” based on willful bank-caused (endogenous) high-leveraged lending practices based on questionable assets like mortgage-backs, as opposed to a “pure irrational exuberance bubble” (like the one based on dot.com stocks in the late 1990s) which was exogenous. By the SEC’s count, this includes “securitized—or repackaged—pools of subprime mortgages” and re-securitized collateralized debt obligations (CDOs) backed by mortgages and other loans held by a bank. Why these? By 2007 ~74% of CDOs had failed and ~86% of bonds backed by mortgage-backed securities had failed (Chung, 2010).

2. **Insurance:** (like any insurance, resilience insurance is defined by both the total financial liability and some measure of the likelihood of “crash-causing” anomalies). As asset liability and risk of anomalies increase, insurance costs are increased:

a. Designated “hi-risk” banks and other players (like AIG, Fanny Mae, Freddie Mac) would **pay into** an insurance fund; payments would be made before bonuses are paid out; payments would be **progressive**, starting at the R1 tipping point; after some time they would amount to some percentage of the prior year’s bonus pool, say 90% (what the highest income tax used to be in the U.S.);

b. Prime Minister Gordon Brown & Chancellor Alistair Darling, at the G20 Finance Ministers’ meeting at St. Andrew’s, Scotland, once again brought up the “Tobin tax” (recently called the “casino tax”) (Aitken, 2009; Eaglesham et al., 2009); it would be applied to all financial transactions. Our view is that, as a resilience measure, this tax would be introduced at the R1 tipping point and then increased from miniscule to substantial. But the U.S., Canada, & IMF dismissed it immediately. **Ours is a compromise:** it wouldn’t apply till after R1: our use of “R1-timed introduction of insurance to cover “reckless endangerment,” thus, could keep both sides happy;

c. Raise **borrowing costs** for “hi-risk” taking banks; accounts to Yergin’s “easy credit,” which is at the base of “Shilleresque” bubbles in real estate, energy,” etc. McCormack (2009) suggests that the best solution would be “a tax on short-term debt, especially short-term debt of financial institutions”; we add in the term, progressive;

d. What **The Economist** (2009c) calls “capital ratios” (also called “living wills” or “catastrophe insurance”) are imposed to penalize risky behaviors;

e. Mervyn King suggests that when the State acts as “lender of last resort” it would be appropriate to “impose a windfall tax on bank profits or a ‘Tobin tax’ on transactions” (**The Economist**, 2009c);

f. President Obama is proposing a “bank fee” based “on the amount of a financial firm’s liabilities;” the fee increases progressively as risk increase

g. The FDIC takes the position of wanting a depositors insurance fee levied against bank compensation plans that promulgate hi-risk strategies while paying out bonuses (pretty much like Ponzi schemes) well before knowing whether the risk-taking produced profits or losses (Chung & Guerrera, 2010);

h. Forced reduction in **leverage**; accounts to Yergin’s “too much leverage”; based on a ratio to a bank’s secure assets, or increased insurance against the leverage;
i. Limits on short selling (deal with several kinds); or increased insurance to cover down-side risks and costs; thus at R1:
   (1) Short selling with no assets involved is stopped; Computerized short selling is stopped;
   (2) The next worst type of short selling, and so on, are stopped as the bubble grows;
   (3) Though not necessarily short selling, we also call for growing limits on hi-speed autonomous computerized trading after R1 since the tremendous volume—largely unsupervised—can have significant market impacts;

j. Shadow operations by individual hedge funds have to be disclosed at the tipping point; insurance costs are then progressively applied;

k. More attention focused on giving shareholders more relevant info and more responsibility/authority/control over CEO Ponzi bonus-giving, inordinate risk-taking, and behaviors such as Ken Lewis’s at BofA when he reduced shareholder value by buying Merrill Lynch after the latter had doled out $billions in bonuses to traders who engineered incredible failures (ML paid out more in bonuses than it earned in 2008!—which BofA shareholders paid for). After R1, shareholders have progressively enhanced voting rights on increasing risk, leverage, etc.

l. All bonuses, anywhere, should be subject to progressive income tax, period.

3. Reinstating Glass-Steagall? Not Needed if “R1” is Followed:
   1. If “reckless” banks are “too big to fail,” some propose reinstating Glass-Steagall (e.g. Senators McCain & Cantwell, among others) (Pozen, 2010);
   2. Simon Johnson (an MIT professor and former economist with the IMF), suggests creating “five mini-Goldmans” (Task, 2010), with bank size limited by some ratio to GDP;
   3. While gradual imposition of an updated Glass-Steagall Act could be imposed, banks would not be split up [as Mervyn King, Governor, Bank of England proposes (Thomas, 2010)], but would more and more be divided into a “good bank” and a “bad bank”—and we would put the latter put into the “reckless endangerment” category;
   4. Most recently, the Obama Administration, via Paul Volcker (former Fed Chairman), suggested what is now called the “Volcker Rule”—i.e., “deposit-taking banks would not be able to engage in proprietary trading, or to own hedge funds or private equity firms” (Gapper, 2010). Volcker holds that “prohibiting commercial banks from some high-risk trades should be an essential component of broader financial regulations and would cut back on institutions deemed “too big to fail,” (Associated Press, 2010). Again, we don’t believe up-front separating banks is necessary; see also Lackritz (2010). We suggest progressive resilience interventions imposed after R1;
   5. Nicholas Brady (2010; former US Treasure Secretary) makes the needed split between “deposit-based banks” vs. the “shadow banking system” engaged in speculative trading and almost overtly reckless endangerment. He thinks it is “delusional” to put faith in formulas; we think the recent record shows it is equally delusional to put faith in politicians controlling regulators; we believe only automatic interventions via imposing “resilience formulas” designed to take hold at the R1 tipping point, at the speed at which financial engineering trading decisions are made (i.e., within microseconds), will keep modern risk taking in timely check. In short: It takes resilience engineering to beat financial engineering;
   6. Our position is that the Glass-Steagall, or five miniGoldmans, or good bank/bad bank solutions are not required if our “formulaic resilience engineering application” approach is consistently and expeditiously applied against risks based on financial engineering and reckless endangerment, and imposed minimally at the R1 tipping point and then increasing automatically and progressively with respect to risk and reckless endangerment as bubble-build-up progresses

4. Systemic Interconnectivities: Applied After R1:
Progressive limits on securitization repackaging (systemic since they are sold to other banks, sold worldwide, etc.);

Progressive limits on non-cash securitization repackaging (systemic, as above);

Tracking the contagion of financial engineering formulas; when their contagion level reaches a specific level of trader homogeneity, insurance costs against systemic collapse need to be imposed, as Bernanke calls for;

Tracking growth and, then, operations of shadow trading by hidden, “private” stock exchanges; these come under intervention at the tipping point;

Make markets more susceptible to transient international changes; as the likelihood of particular international changes—e.g., bond defaults, govt. failures, etc.—become more likely, traders & firms at risk are required to build-up insurance, reduce leverage, restrict short selling, etc.;

Resilience against combinations: We already know that levels of indebtedness connected to exceedingly low interest rates (especially in real estate now that we have mortgage-backs), coupled to interest-rate increases to fend off inflation, coupled with the use of teaser loans; their end-dates coupled to increased variable interest rates, etc., set off the combination of tactics that began the Great Recession; the listed coupled ingredients need to be tracked carefully so as to avoid the obvious again.

Other:

1. We agree with Jacek Rostowski (2010; Finance Minister of Poland) that when interest rates are extremely low—as they were in 2001–2003 when the bubble started—they surely should be automatically raised once R1 is reached; or even higher if they have already been raised off their lows. The so-called “Greenspan put,” which kept interest rates very low longer than necessary is to be avoided like the plague. This approach is backed up by Tom Hoenig (President of the Kansas City Fed; Guha, 2010);

2. Going back to our description of the “liquidity crisis example” in Section III, resilience engineering restrictions in both Reckless Endangerment and Insurance categories could have been taken anywhere along the progression from 1973 to 2007; we try to make it obvious just how many ways and stages that scalability dynamics became operative well before 2007, that call for resilience interventions—but not before the R1 tipping point;

3. All the foregoing formulaic resilience interventions would zero back down as the as the system reverts back below the R1 tipping point and presumably before the Triple Point; i.e., when the Hurst exponent, $H$, goes below $\frac{1}{2}$. This would happen before the Triple Point is reached.

While we believe our instigation of formulaic resilience engineering interventions after the R1 tipping point is better than those currently being discussed (many of which we have already alluded to in our earlier discussion of specifics), there are still two problems to be worried about: (1) How to prevent financial engineers from gaming the system (like people constantly finding loopholes in tax regulations)? And (2) How many formulas should be initiated at R1 and how complicated should they be designed?

First, outwitting the system: Even its Chairman, Christopher Cox, admits the SEC’s Wall Street regulation methods were “fundamentally flawed from the beginning” (Labaton, 2008; see also Kauffman, 2008). Over the past couple of years the SEC has been pummeled for its (1) failure to take early note of Madoff’s Ponzi scheme, and (2) its inability to hire staff competent to understand, let alone regulate, financial engineering. The key issue in the latter, is: Why would talented financial engineers who can make $\$millions in investment banking be willing to settle for making $\$thousands working for the SEC? And, if this is indeed the case, which we think it is: How is the SEC or the Fed going to be able to outwit the gaming of the financial engineers in New York City or in hedge funds scattered around the world?
We suspect there are some early-retired wealthy financial engineers who would simply enjoy working for less and would actually have fun trying to out-game their previous competitors—though we admit there is some risk that they might secretly work to benefit their quant cronies rather than be totally neutral (e.g., some would argue that Hank Paulson did nothing more with TARP and AIG than protect his former firm, Goldman Sachs). There are probably some Cal Tech\textsuperscript{19} and MIT grads who have more interest in working for the greater good than simply trying to make money. Yes, we think people like this exist! And, the simpler the formulas, the easier the task of designing them. Actually, a likely candidate may very well be Gary Gensler. He started at Goldman Sachs, earned a fortune by age 30, and then moved to the Treasury Dept. in the late 1990s, where he became head of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. Gensler has become a strong advocate for tough regulations. “Like San Francisco after the earthquake, we had a calamity, and now we need new building codes” (Bowley, 2010).

Second, the formulas: The second way to combat is via the design of the formulas and, to the extent possible, making them secretly and randomly changeable/applicable so that even if gaming takes place it is more like roulette than playing against a relatively unchanging and very public tax code. Needless to say, we don’t try to design them here. Boiled down, we suggest an initial focus on simple ratios connected to numbers based on the size of things easily identified after $R_1$ tipping point is passed; like, for example:

1. A progressive income tax, and/or an increasing percentage of bonuses and bank equities are put in temporary escrow; time in escrow increases in direct ratio with (risk $\times$ leverage) of all loans based on “non-secure assets.”
2. The more that bank decisions pertain to higher (non-secure asset-based risk $\times$ leverage), the more points an executive accumulates toward automatic loss of job.
3. Banks defined as “hi-risk,” based on (non-secure asset-based risk $\times$ leverage), pay into an insurance fund before any bonuses or dividends can be paid out.
4. A progressive Tobin-like tax is imposed on all financial transactions (may be difficult to pull off, but would be ideal if it were to happen).
5. Banks defined as hi-risk would face progressively increasing “risk-vulnerability” tax on the amount borrowed as (non-secure asset-based risk $\times$ leverage) increases.
6. As any kind of leverage is increased, a progressive bank fee is imposed.
7. As the ratio of (non-secure asset-based risk $\times$ leverage) increases relative to secure assets, banks progressively pay increasing amounts into an insurance fund.
8. As the ratio of (non-secure asset-based risk $\times$ leverage) increases relative to secure assets, depositor insurance fees are progressively increased, short selling, shadow operations, and non-human computerized trading is are progressively limited.
9. All of the above are increased as their ratio to non-secure-asset based loan securitizations increases.
10. As combinations of very low interest rates coupled with teaser loans appear, loans based on non-secure assets are progressively reduced.
11. Interest rates on loans based on any kind of asset are automatically and progressively raised as volatilities increase after $R_1$.
12. Bonuses progressively approaching the equivalent of bonuses given out by banks would be offered to whistle blowers. Yes, they might wait till risk is higher, but at the same time they risk that some other whistle blower will beat them to the punch!

\textsuperscript{19} The Economist (2010; p. 5 of Special Report) says that in 2007 some 25% of Cal Tech grads went into finance.
Put simply: As bank risk and bonuses increase they make progressively increasing payments into a risk-protection fund; this fund is also progressively taxed as the bubble progresses beyond $R_1$.

VIII. CONCLUSION


In Section III we go back to 1973 to trace out key financial inventions—such as *derivatives*, computer-based *financial engineering*, and *mortgage-backed securities*—and other events that appear as precursors to, and eventually causes of, the 2007 liquidity crisis and the crash of the Dow Jones stock-trading index from its high of 14,198 down to 6,469. In our recounting of the history of events leading into the 2007 crisis and subsequent DJSI crash, we identify the “tiny initiating events” (Holland, 1995, 2002) that set off what Hyman Minsky (1982, 1986) called “positive feedback” processes—and what we now use a broader set of scale-free theories to explain. While there have been many small crashes, and several world-wide crashes since 1973, we focus only on events leading up to the 2007 crisis. In this regard, we note one of our scale-free theories—“combination theory” (Newman, 2005)—explains why any single scale-free dynamic did not set off the liquidity crisis; no single one of them was strong enough. Their *interactive combination* building up over time, however, did in fact result in the post-2007 Great Recession. Herding behavior and Minsky Moments are defined in Section IV.

In Sections V and VI we further develop one of the most recent ideas centering on the use of econophysics: the use of the ‘volatility autocorrelation function’, Hurst exponent, $H$, and power laws. We develop in greater detail a theory building on Sornette et al.’s empirical work (Yan, Woodard & Sornette, 2010) that underlies his and our use of log periodicity and $H > \frac{1}{2}$ to indicate the positioning of our ‘$R_1$’ tipping-point indicator. This allows us to identify the tipping point between the random trader behavior at what Yalamova and McKelvey (2009) call the *Triple Point* [where greed, risk, and noise are balanced à la Bachelier’s random walk of stock markets (PhD dissertation in 1900) and Fama’s EMH (1970)] and the beginning of herding-style trading—which dates back to Henri Poincaré (1914)—that instigates bubble-build-ups toward a market crash at the *Critical Point*.

We offer a cautionary note, however, since the research basis of our $R_1$ concept, has various rough edges needing further development. Our view on this, however, is that even if only half of the >10% market crashes are predicted early on by our $R_1$, the reduction of the costs imposed on the MANY paying the societal cost stemming from Greenspan’s ‘irrational exuberance’ by the FEW who make $$billions before the crash is well worth it. And, in the remaining instances
where $R_1$ is, perhaps unnecessarily imposed, the *resilience bolsters* may very well be expeditious anyway.

In Sections VII we develop a set of *formulaic resilience engineering interventions to be applied at the $R_1$ tipping point to offset “irrational exuberance” by financial engineers and all their formulas*. We offer a wide variety of ~40 different resilience interventions. We begin by suggesting 10 bearing on basic measures for improving *Information Disclosure* interventions—the better is information quality and relevance, the more relevant and timely is resilience. As our review of the build-up to the 2007 liquidity crisis shows, relevant information is available: One just has to know better what to look for. Then we point out that, like driving a car, there are obvious cases of choiceful *Reckless Endangerment*—5 resilience interventions here—as well as 12 interventions to build-up *Insurance* against unpredictable anomalies. Then, because modern financial markets are so *Systemically Interconnected* around the globe, we offer 6 resilience interventions that become relevant as interconnectivity builds. Finally, and most importantly, we believe that the only viable solution, given the computer-based speed at which financial engineering quant formulas operate, is to set up resilience formulas that automatically take hold at $R_1$—only *resilience engineering formulas* can beat *financial engineering* formulas.

*Financial engineering resilience interventions* have to be imposed as early as possible in the transition from random-walk-EMH (Bachelier, 1914; Fama, 1970) trader behavior at the Triple Point to bubble-build-ups based on trader herding behavior leading up to the Critical Point (i.e., stock market crash; Yalamova & McKelvey, 2009) as is possible, but not too early. The key question is: How appropriately early we can get resilience dynamics introduced to offset the various dynamics underlying the build-up toward the Critical Point? A recent study by Wasden (2010) finds that two-thirds of the cues pointing to the failure of Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers were after the fact of their failure, with the result that whatever interventions that regulators or politicians came up with had no chance of being preventive.

There are now many books and vastly more articles and newspaper stories calling for heightened regulation. Some of this is summarized in *The Economist’s* report on financial risk (2010). However, there is no evidence that any currently proposed solution does what our approach does: leave the banking system as currently regulated—i.e., relatively unregulated—as long as it stays pretty much at the Triple Point, which is to say, as long as it stays with balanced greed, risk, and uncertainty and behaves according to Bachelier’s random walk and Fama’s EMH. Our approach is more like progressive income tax: poor people pay no tax, but as people earn more income they pay progressively more tax. Our resilience interventions only apply after the $R_1$ tipping point is reached in stock price volatilities. They only start being imposed after EMH ceases to apply; they apply only if traders lose their heterogeneity, if herding behaviors start, if buy-sell rules become more similar, if bank and global connectivities multiply,

All of the twelve examples we mention at the end of Section VII are easily reduced to formulas involving progressive bank-cost increases as risk increases, i.e., they are based on ratios involving readily identified risks taken against readily identifiably asset quality. We recognize that there is always the danger and temptation of banks attempting to hide risky actions. We argue, however, that *hidden risk is easily measured as the ratio of bonuses offered relative to the*
total known assets of a bank. Either this is true or bonuses are given out without any kind of merit (risky or not), or they are based on hidden assets and shadow banking. Period. Banks should be held accountable no matter which alternative applies.
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Figure 1: Financial Markets Phase Diagram

Figure 2: Depiction of Volatility Incidents Above the GARCH Line*
Figure 3: Power-Law Fit DJIA (# events vs. % daily change)

Power law predicts 6 10% daily movements per century

-1 means $10^{-1}=10\%$ daily change

Actual number was 8

Reproduced from Keen (No date).

Figure 4: DJIA Daily Returns 1928-2007

Reproduced from Yalamova et al. (2007: page)
Figure 5: Power Spectrum of DJIA Price levels with Wavelets

Fig 1: (a) DJ 2003-09. (b) The wavelet power spectrum. The contour levels are chosen so that 75%, 50%, 25%, and 5% of the wavelet power is above each level, respectively. (c) The global wavelet power spectrum. Reference: Torrence, C. and G. P. Compo, 1998: *A Practical Guide to Wavelet Analysis*. Bull. Amer. Meteor. Soc., 79, 61-78.
Figure 6: Hang-Seng Market translated from Linear to log-scale Y-Axis*

*QuickTime™ and a TIFF (LZW) decompressor are needed to see this picture.

Reproduced from Sornette & Johansen (2001)
Figure 7: Log-periodicity in the Hang-Seng Stock Market (1970–2000)*

*Reproduced from Sornette & Woodard (2009)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Phase transition</strong></th>
<th><strong>Scale-free Theories Defined</strong></th>
<th><strong>Trader-based Scale-free Examples</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Turbulent flows</strong></td>
<td>Exogenous energy impositions cause autocatalytic, interaction effects and percolation transitions at a specific energy level—the 1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; critical value—such that new interaction groupings form with a Pareto distribution (Prigogine, 1955; Nicolis &amp; Prigogine, 1989).</td>
<td>1973: 1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; critical value threshold lowered; use of derivatives lowers the 1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; critical value threshold such that high-risk &amp; high-leverage investment practices emerge with less initial risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1979: 1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; critical value threshold lowered (computers become cheaper; “quants” move into Finance); emergent degrees of freedom in re-combinations of high-risk tranches are obscured by the complexity of the securitization packages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1986: Securitization packages lowered the risk threshold for taking advantage of mortgage-backs; what emerged was a complex obscuritization of mortgage-backed risk vulnerabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2000: 1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; critical value threshold lowered; fosters emergent low-interested based mortgage policies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Contagion bursts** | **Epidemics; idea contagion** | **1973:** Banks substitute for crowded rooms, buses, and planes, thereby spreading contagion more quickly. |
|                     | Often, viruses are spread exponentially—each person coughs upon two others and the network expands geometrically. But, changing rates of contagious flow of viruses, stories, and metaphors, because of changing settings such as almost empty or very crowded rooms and airplanes, result in bursts of contagion or spreading via increased interactions; these avalanches result in the power-law signature (Watts, 2003; Baskin, 2005) due to the small-world structures of the underlying networks. | 2000: Banks stop asking for credit & income statements; borrowers learn about cheap mortgages; towns and builders learn to build housing developments to take advantage; real estate agents start speculative buying, reselling. |
|                     |                               | 2002: Agents connected to banks speeds up the spread of the teaser loan idea. |
|                     |                               | 2006: Now fueling rapid decline rather than rapid growth. |

| **Preferential attachment** | **Nodes; gravitational attraction** | **2002:** Some banks (e.g., Countrywide, IndyMac, WaMu, Freddy Mac, Fanny Mae, etc.), became especially well known for offering teaser loans with few questions asked; they then had links to other banks (which were often later acquired). |
|                           | Given newly arriving agents into a system, larger nodes with an enhanced propensity to attract agents will become disproportionately even larger, resulting in the power law signature (Barabási, 2002; Newman, 2005). | 2006: In reverse; i.e., the networks and attachments now spread panic and decline. |

| **Irregularity generated gradients** | **Coral growth; blockages** | **1979:** Individually insignificant innovations plus positive feedback fuel rapid, unwatched, and unchecked growth. |
|                                   | Starting with a random, insignificant irregularity, coupled with positive feedback, the initial irregularity starts an autocatalytic process driven by emergent energy gradients, which results in the emergence of a niche. This explains the growth of coral reefs, innovation systems (Turner, 2000, Odling-Smee et al., 2003). | 1999: Contagion is bank by bank as opposed to random individuals; speeds up gross risk-taking by banks. |

| **Spontaneous order creation** | **Heterogeneous agents** | **1979:** Banks, as agents, communicate, learn, influence each other with positive feedback effects. |
|                               | seeking out other agents to copy/learn from so as to improve fitness generate networks; there is some probability of positive feedback such that some networks become groups, some groups form larger groups & hierarchies (Kauffman, 1993; Holland, 1995). | 2000: People learn to use cheap money to refinance their houses; often several times; mortgages increase in value; debt-based spending increases; fragility of the economy increases. |

| **Combination theory** | **Number of exponentials; complexity** | **1986:** Increased complexity of securitization packaging results in combinations of high-default-risk tranches that compound into securitization packages more likely to show skew distributions; & Pareto extremes. |
|                        | Multiple exponential or lognormal distributions or increased complexity of components subtasks, processes) sets up, which results in a power law distribution (West & Deering, 1995; Newman 2005). | 2003: Increased complexity of securitization packaging with increasing leverage results in combinations of skew distributions that compound into Pareto extremes and the ultimate panic and collapse of bank liquidity. |